


"It is good to be in VoIP."

It is so gratifying to see the entire world
beginning to realize the amazing value in

VoIP. More than ever lately, I've found myself answering the
question, "What's next?" Well, having given it some thought,
what's next is VoIP 2.0.

The heavy lifting has been done already. VoIP is here to stay.
Writing case studies about VoIP adoption is easy. There are
literally thousands of deployments happening in service
provider networks, in our houses, and across government
agencies and enterprises of all sizes. But how do we leverage
VoIP to take our organizations to the next level? What hurdles
are left to be cleared?

INTERNET TELEPHONY Conference & EXPO Miami
2005 (IT Expo) is where we leave VoIP 1.0 behind and move
onto VoIP 2.0. 

LLoonnggeesstt-RRuunnnniinngg,,  MMoosstt  RReessppeecctteedd
VVooIIPP  CCoonnffeerreennccee  PPrrooggrraamm

IT Expo is the longest-running VoIP conference to be hosted
by the same management team. In fact, TMC has been
hosting technology conference for over 30 years!

Since our launch in 1999, this conference above all others has
been known for it’s objective, educational conferences.

This is not the show to hear ‘perspectives’ from industry
players. You attend the IT Expo conference program to learn
how to select and deploy VoIP.

But you ask, what exactly is VoIP 2.0? Glad you asked...

VVooIIPP  22..00  ffoorr  SSeerrvviiccee  PPrroovviiddeerrss

Triple-PPlay  Becomes  Quadruple-PPlay,  Quintuple-PPlay,  etc.
To succeed, service providers will have to provide voice, video
and data to their customers, and perhaps even mobility
services and data services like anti-virus. This opportunity
presents network challenges covered in-depth in the IT Expo
conference program.

VoIP  E-9911
The positive press friendly to VoIP that we witnessed for the
past year will vanish the moment someone is injured or worse
because there is a problem with VoIP and e911 connectivity. I
consider this a stumbling block that needs addressing on our
way to achieving VoIP 2.0. The IT Expo conference program
features sessions that will detail the relationship between 911
and VoIP and help you understand your responsibilities.

VoIP  Peering
This largely misunderstood shift in telecom has potential to
change the way VoIP works. Peering is the concept of
interconnecting networks allowing IP and subsequently, VoIP
traffic to be carried between service providers and companies
without the need to pay a middle-man, or in this case, an

additional ‘long-distance’ service provider. By using session
border controllers placed neatly between the service providers,
you can provide a ‘translation service’ between your caller and
the recipient who uses a different provider. The new VoIP
Peering Summit at INTERNET TELEPHONY Conference
& Expo (see page 14) explains both the network and business
process implications of peering.

UNE-PP  To  VoIP
Yesterday's CLECs exist because of a FCC ruling called
unbundled network access-platform, or UNE-P for short.
This rule specifies the rates that incumbent carriers can charge
CLECs to lease their lines. Recently, the FCC has rethought
this concept allowing ILECS to raise these rates and
subsequently reduce competition severely. UNE-P's demise is
VoIP's gain, but the shift is not without it’s challenges for
CLECs. IT EXPO features an entire day of sessions designed
to help you seamlessly transition to VoIP and begin making
money immediately.

TThhee  RReesseelllleerr  OOppppoorrttuunniittyy

There are two huge opportunities in VoIP for resellers:
equipment and service. The equipment play is obvious; more
and more VoIP products are being sold on a daily basis.
Corporations are snapping them up at a rapid clip. Equally
impressive is the opportunity to sell VoIP service. More
service providers mean more opportunities to help these
providers sell services to new customers.This is the best time
to be in this business and resell VoIP. In fact, I can't think of
another technology that is seeing as much growth and is
generating as much spending as VoIP.

VVooIIPP  22..00  ffoorr  EEnntteerrpprriisseess//GGoovveerrnnmmeenntt

VoIP  Deployments  Skyrocket
Ford, Boeing, U.S. Department of Defense, the list of large
enterprises and government agencies deploying VoIP grows
every day because VoIP 2.0 is here. Gone are the voice quality
and interoperability concerns. Virtually every session in the
INTERNET TELEPHONY conference program prepares
you to select and deploy a VoIP system. Learn how to select
and install the equipment or how to choose a hosted solution.

WiFi  Telephony/WiMAX
There is no way to overestimate the effects of wireless VoIP. If
you have a laptop, or most any consumer electronics device,
you will be able to use it as a WiFi telephony device. In urban
areas, a WiFi or WiMAX phone will be good enough for most
people and it will cost a fraction of a fraction of what Verizon
charges today. A WiFi telephony iPOD using VoIP is not too
far away. They will likely call it the VoiPOD.

VoIP  Security
Concerns over security in the VoIP network are exacerbated
when you add mobility to the equation. Remote access over
WiFi and WiMAX networks — a principle benefit of IP
telephony — ups the ante for administrators charged with 
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providing secure, seamless access to corporate data. The
enterprise/government solutions track at INTERNET
TELEPHONY Conference & EXPO prepares you to head off
viruses, attackers and hacks before they get to your network.

Peer  To  Peer
The peer to peer phenomenon is real. It is happening. When I
say VoIP 2.0 is here it's in part because p2p clients like Skype
have had over 32 million downloads. The next frontier for this
technology is in the equipment market where p2p allows phones
to become virtual PBXs on the network without the need for a
centralized server otherwise known as a PBX. This technology
really shines in the hosted world where the phones can
communicate with each other in the event of a lost WAN
connection.

VVooIIPP  22..00  ffoorr  DDeevveellooppeerrss

Open source telephony solutions are flourishing from the service
provider to the enterprise. Behind the scenes, more and more
service providers are using Digium's Asterisk to run their
operations and support thousands of customers. Enterprise users
are in the testing phase now and word is the early adopters are
thrilled with Asterisk. INTERNET TELEPHONY Conference
& EXPO Miami 2004 features a New workshop focused on
helping developers take advantage of this platform to create new
high-demand VoIP applications.

TThhee  EEffffeecctt  ooff  TTaaxxaattiioonn//RReegguullaattiioonn  oonn  VVooIIPP  22..00

The FCC has vowed to do its best to keep from taxing VoIP, but
politicians are screaming to regulate it, tax it, and secretly, even
kill it. One problem is that the Universal Service Fund is drying
up as expected. As of late 2004 the company that runs the fund,
Universal Service Administration Corp. has asked regulators to
increase the percentage of long distance revenue that service
providers have to pay from 8.9% to 12.5%!

Others say that amount needs to be doubled to 25%. Potential
regulation combined with E-911 and CALEA concerns mean
the road to VoIP 2.0 will have to be routed through
Washington, D.C.

There you have it, the major issues and technologies as well as
business models that will move us as an industry forward. And
every one of them is covered in-depth at INTERNET
TELEPHONY Conference & EXPO Miami 2005.

Come see how the next generation of VoIP products and services
will transform the way your organization communicates with
your customers — and with each other.

Sincerely,

Rich Tehrani
TMC President & Conference Chairman

Wednesday, February 23, 2005
Kenn Epps
CEO
BayPackets 

Thursday, February 24, 2005
Edward Cespedes
President
VoiceGlo

Thursday, February 24, 2005
Jay Krauser
General Manager,
Product Management
NEC Unified Solutions, Inc.

Thursday, February 24, 2005
Phil Edholm
CTO & VP
Nortel Networks

Friday, February 25, 2005
Andy Voss
President & CEO 
Sansay, Inc. 

Wednesday, February 23, 2005
William Tauscher 
CEO
Artisoft

Friday, February 25, 2005
Michael A. Rouleau
Sr. VP, Business Dev & Strategy 
Time Warner Telecom 

Wednesday, February 23, 2005
Grand Opening Session
Stef H. van Aarle
VP, Marketing & Strategy 
Lucent Worldwide Services

Thursday, February 24, 2005
Gary Barnett
President & CEO 
Aspect Communications

Thursday, February 24, 2005
Mark Spencer
President
Digium, Inc. 
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Pat Rudolph VP Solutions Architecture 3COM Migrating to IP Telephony: Breaking the Forklift Approach
Dave Immethun Dir, Packet8 Business Services 8x8 Inc. Integrating VoIP for the Enterprise
Robert Messer President & CEO ABP Technology How To Make Money Selling VoIP
Kevin Klett VP, Product Management Acme Packet Uncovering a Business Model For SIP Services
Kevin Klett VP, Product Management Acme Packet Session Border Control Shootout
David Duffett Head of Learning & Dev Aculab VoIP Enabling Legacy Products
David Duffett Head of Learning & Dev Aculab The Future of IP Telephony
Jim Puchbauer Dir. Marketing AltiGen Communications The Future of IP Telephony (PANEL)
Jim Puchbauer Dir. Marketing AltiGen Communications Turbocharge Your Call Center with Integrated CRM
Glenn Platkin Dir. Marketing Antinav Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Steve Heap CTO Arbinet Developing a VoIP Network Exchange Infrastructure
Gary Barnett President & CEO Aspect Communication Corp. KEYNOTE
Hollie Moran Prod. Mktg Mgr, Call Centers Aspect Communications The Evolving Contact Center
Cathy Martine Senior VP AT&T Internet Telephony KEYNOTE
Alan Percy Director, Business Dev AudioCodes SIP's Role In Open Source
Don Price Technical Dir., Service Prov. Div Avaya Unlocking Business Value and Driving Business Growth
Alan Gold Senior VP Avotus Corporation Taming IP Telephony Expense Management
Kenn Epps CEO BayPackets, Inc. KEYNOTE
Tom Kennedy VP of Product Mktg, Voice/Data BigBand Networks Cable Telephony & VoIP
Scott Wharton VP, Marketing Broadsoft How to Sell Hosted IP Applications
Scott Wharton VP of Marketing Broadsoft Selecting Hosted IP Telephony Solution
Richard De Haven President Channel Sales Broadvox Wholesale VoIP Strategies
James Rafferty Senior Product Manager Brooktrout Technology Session Border Control Shootout
Shawn Lewis Chief Executive Officer Caerus, Inc. Is There Life After UNE-P?
Shawn Lewis Chief Executive Officer Caerus, Inc. What to Look For In A Wholesale VoIP Partner
Randy Waters Founder and CTO Carrius Technologies, Inc. Integrated Carrier-Grade Platforms: Lowering Entry Barriers for

New Voice Over Broadband Service Offerings
Tod Famous Senior Product Manager Cisco Systems IP Contact Center Shootout
Tod Famous Senior Product Manager Cisco Systems IP and Offshoring: Options & Opportunities
Michael Robinson CEO Citel Technologies Reaping the Benefits of the IP PBX
Jonathan Zarkower Director, Product Management Colubris Networks QoS & Security Decisions in WiFi Telephony
Neal Shact President CommuniTech Evolving Broadband Services: Beyond the Triple Play
Neal Shact President CommuniTech Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Steve Trotman, CAE SVP, Emerging Mkts, Int’l Affairs CompTel/ASCENT Regulation & Taxation: Where Do We Stand?
Donal Byrne CEO & President Corvil Ltd. QoS & Network Mgmt for Successful Enterprise VoIP Deployment
Mark Rayburn Senior Technical Advisor CPT International SIP-Based Control for Legacy Infrastructure
Donna Epps Regulatory Consulting Leader Deloitte & Touche LLP Regulation & Taxation: Where Do We Stand?
Craig Walker CEO Dialpad Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Mark Spencer President Digium The Future of Enterprise Network Peering
Mark Spencer President Digium Open Source Round Table
Mark Spencer President Digium DUNDI & ENUM: Discord or Harmony
Mark Spencer President Digium KEYNOTE
Gregory Rohde Executive Director E911 Institute The Relationship Between VoIP & E911
Jeff Dworkin Vice-President, Products Endavo Media and Comms Evolving Broadband Services: Beyond the Triple Play
John Roese CTO Enterasys Networks IP Telephony for the Large Scale Enterprise
Brandon Weilbacher Director, Project Management Epygi Selecting The Right IP PBX Solution
Brandon Weilbacher Director, Product Management Epygi Uncovering a Business Model For SIP Services
Lukas van der Kroft Founder, Executive VP Eutectics Selecting Enterprise Endpoints
Mike Twomey VP of Product Dev/Marketing Excel Switching Decisions, Decisions… To Build or Buy?
Jon Arnold VoIP Program Leader Frost & Sullivan Session Border Control Shootout
Jon Arnold VoIP Program Leader Frost & Sullivan Cable Telephony & VoIP
Dr. Manfred Reitenspiess Director Business Dev Fujitsu Siemens Computers High Availability In Next-Gen IP Telephony Application Development
Elliot Zeltzer Converged Telecom Networks General Motors: IS&S: GCTS WLAN/VoIP security: What You Don’t Know WILL Hurt You
Rob Winder VP Business Development Genesys Open Architecture IP Networks for the Contact Center
Rob Winder VP Business Development Genesys IP and Offshoring: Options & Opportunities
Scott Staver Great America Leasing Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
Arjun Roychowdhury Product Manager Hughes Software Systems SIP Over WLAN: Unwiring the Enterprise
Steve Johnson President Ingate Systems Traversing the Firewall For SIP Call Completion
Neil Lieberman VP of Global Marketing Interwise Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Doug Makishima VP of Marketing Intoto Enterprise VoIP Security Threats
Marcus Andronici Product Marketing Manager Intrado, Inc. What's the Deal With E911?
Michael Khalilian Chairman & President IPCC Decisions, Decisions… To Build or Buy?
Michael Khalilian Chairman & President IPCC What's the Deal With E911?
Jim Greenway VP of Marketing Kagoor Networks Session Border Control Shootout
Jim Greenway VP of Marketing Kagoor Networks Traversing the Firewall For SIP Call Completion
Jeff Holtmeier VP Marketing KonceptUSA Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
TBD Level 3 Communications Decisions, Decisions… To Build or Buy?
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George G. McBride CISSP Sr. Network Security Mgr Lucent Security Enterprise VoIP Security Threats
Chris Miller Dist. Member, Consulting Staff Lucent Technologies Migrating to VoIP to Remain Competitive
Stef van Aarle VP Marketing & Strategy Lucent Technologies KEYNOTE
Stef Van Earle VP Marketing & Strategy Lucent Technologies The Future of IP Telephony
Dan Hoffman M5 Networks, Inc. Selecting Hosted IP Telephony Solution
Kaushik Patel Director of Marketing MediaRing Session Border Control Shootout
Konstantin Nikashov CEO Mera Networks Session Border Control Shootout
Nate Walker Dir, Product Management Meru Networks QoS & Security Decisions in WiFi Telephony
Jonathan Peace CTO Mindspeed Residential Gateway Design
Ronn Wiehler Founder Monrovia Ventures Group Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
Ronn Wiehler President Monrovia Ventures Group IP Telephony for the Large Scale Enterprise
Peter Ratzan Manager, Business Strategies Motorola Beyond WiFi: Towards Seamless Wireless Mobility
Robert Duerr Product Marketing and Dev Motorola The Future of IP Telephony
Bill Swortwood Manageability Architect Motorola High Availability In Next-Gen IP Telephony Application Development
Orrin Broberg President Net Intent Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
Sarah Hofstetter Sr. VP, Corp Communications Net2Phone Cable Telephony & VoIP
Simon McIver Sr. Director, Enterprise Solutions Net2Phone Integrating VoIP for the Enterprise
Alain Fernando-Santana CEO NetCentrex The Triple Play: A Winning Strategy for Service Providers
Jeff Robinson President and Co-Founder NetFabric How to Buy IP Telephony for the SMB
Micaela Giuhat AVP Global Alliances Netrake Securing Carrier VoIP Networks
Micaela Giuhat AVP Global Alliances Netrake Session Border Control Shootout
Scott D'Entremont President, CEO and Co-Founder Netspoke Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Bert Whyte President & CEO net.com The Future of IP Telephony
Lisa Donnan VP and Chief Marketing Officer NeuStar Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Tim Bradley SVP - VoIP Services New Global Telecom Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Mahshad Koohgoli CEO Nimcat Networks A Close Look at P2P VoIP
Becky Lance LPS Portfolio Brand Marketing Nortel Networks How to Buy IP Telephony for the SMB
Frank Shepard Director, IP Telephony Nortel Networks SIP & VoIP Network Design
Phil Edholm CTO, VP of Network Arch Nortel Networks KEYNOTE
Siafa Sherman Director, Engineering Nortel Networks What Enterprise Can Learn From the Department of Defense
Tony Rybczynski Director- Ent. Technologies Nortel Networks IM & VoIP: Presence & Hyper-Interactivity in the Enterprise
Jonathan Phillips Sr. Architect - Solutions Eng. Nortel Networks IP Contact Center Shootout
Joel Riciputi Sr. Product Marketing Manager Nuance Communications Balancing the Customer Experience With Speech Technology
Joe McFadden VP, Corp Mktg, Product Mgmt Nuasis Corporation IP Contact Center Shootout)
Kevin McPartlan VP of Business Development Nuasis Corporation Choose Wisely: Migrate Your Contact Center to IP
Kevin McPartlan VP of Business Development Nuasis Corporation IP and Offshoring: Options & Opportunities
Larry Greenstein Dir, of Product Management Nuera Communications Cable Telephony & VoIP
Jason Talley CEO Nuvio Regulation & Taxation: Where Do We Stand?
Jason Talley CEO Nuvio What's the Deal With E911?
Frederic Bourget Director, Product Management Octasic How New VoP Silicon Will Transform Access-Server Architecture
Paul Fulton President & CEO Orative Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Jeff Barker Director Product Management Packeteer Inc. QoS & Network Mgmt. for Successful Enterprise VoIP Deployment
Ken Osowski VP, Marketing & Product Mgmt Pactolus Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Michael Skubisz Chief Technology Officer Pannaway Technologies, Inc. Evolving Broadband Services: Beyond the Triple Play
Ed Bizari Director of Business Planning Performance Technologies Linux for Embedded Systems and Development
Al Brisard VP of Marketing Pingtel SIP's Role In Open Source
Bill Rich President & CEO Pingtel Open Source Round Table
Joe McGrogan Director of Product Marketing Plantronics Selecting Enterprise Endpoints
Steve Braasch Vice President Point One Wholesale VoIP Strategies
Dmitry Goroshevsky Founder and Principal Popular Telephony A Close Look at P2P VoIP
Sid Nag CEO Prominence Networks Quality of Service in VoIP Network Deployment
Bob Gwin CEO ProSoft Training Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
Pierce Reid VP of Marketing Qovia The Future of IP Telephony
Chuck Rutledge VP of Marketing Quintum Technologies Access Challenges of Deploying VoIP to the Enterprise
Chuck Rutledge VP of Marketing Quintum Technologies The Future of IP Telephony 
Amnon Gavish Vice President RADVISION SIP Today: A look at the Current State of the Standard
Amnon Gavish Vice President RADVISION Multimedia Services Over Broadband Wireless
Todd Benjamin President & CEO Rodopi Software Next-Generation OSS - Leveraging Revenue - Generating Resources
TBD Sandvine Evolving Broadband Services: Beyond the Triple Play
Andy Voss President & CEO Sansay KEYNOTE
Glen Gerhard VP of Product Management Sansay, Inc. Session Border Control Shootout
Glen Gerhard VP of Product Management Sansay, Inc. SIP & MGCP NAT Traversal for Feature Servers
Greg Schmid Director of Research and Dev. SecureLogix Corporation Security Vulnerabilities With SIP
TBD ShoreTel Leveraging IP for the Contact Center
Robert Sparks CTO of Xten Networks SIPFoundry SIP's Role In Open Source
Robert Sparks President, SIPFoundry Board SIPFoundry Open Source Round Table
Alain Mouttham CEO and Co-Founder SIPQuest IM & VoIP: Presence & Hyper-Interactivity in the Enterprise
Niklas Zennström CEO & Co-Founder Skype A Close Look at P2P VoIP
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Christian Stredicke CEO snom The Future of IP Telephony
Christian Stredicke CEO snom SIP's Role In Open Source
Vikram Saksena Chief Architect Sonus Networks Decisions, Decisions… To Build or Buy?
Ben Guderian Director of Marketing Spectralink Corporation Selecting WiFi Telephony Devices for the Enterprise
TBD Sphere Communications Living with your New IP PBX - A Case Study
Todd Landry VP of Mktg & Product Mgmt Sphere Communications Enterprise Applications for IP PBX
Andy Huckridge Prod Mktg Mgr - IP Telephony Spirent Communications SIP: Overcoming Implementation Challenges
Dr. Cemal Dikmen, PhD. GM, Lawful Intercept Products SS8 Networks CALEA Implementation on VoIP Networks 
Shrihari Pandit CEO & Founder Stealth Communications The State of VoIP Peering
Shrihari Pandit President & CEO Stealth Communications The Future of Enterprise Network Peering
Keith Kramer Executive Vice President STS Telecom How to Sell Hosted IP Applications
Bill Wilhelm Partner Swidler Berlin Shereff Friedman Regulation & Taxation: Where Do We Stand? (PANEL)
Einar Aaland Founder & CEO SX Design Quality of Service in VoIP Network Deployment
Stan Little VP of Consumer Solutions Sylantro Systems Corporation How to Sell Hosted IP Applications
Dan M. Afrasiabi President, Cost Management Grp Symphony Services How to Detect Telecom Fraud & Protect Your Bottom Line
Lance Fried Vice President, Marketing Syntellect Inc. Balancing the Customer Experience With Speech Technology

TechData Selling Services: The IP Carrier Agent Opportunity
Dan Lakey Director of Marketing Tekelec Migrating to VoIP to Remain Competitive
Tracy Venters VP of Solutions Engineering tekVizion PVS, Inc. The Pros & Cons of Voice Over WLAN
Timothy Lorello Chief Marketing Officer TeleCommunication Systems What's the Deal With E911?
Brian Chamberlain CRM Consultant Teleformix LLC The Role of Technology in Complying with FTC Mandates
Peter Sisson President & CEO Teleo A Close Look at P2P VoIP
Wendell Black VP of Sales Telephony@Work Leveraging IP for the Contact Center
Hunter Newby Chief Strategy Officer telx The State of VoIP Peering
Bob Sanders Principal The Burton Group Profiting As Resellers of VoIP Solutions
Greg Galitzine Editorial Director TMC/INTERNET TELEPHONY IP Contact Center Shootout
Rich Tehrani President, Group Editor-in-Chief TMC KEYNOTE
Rich Tehrani President, Group Editor-in-Chief TMC How To Make Money Selling VoIP
Rich Tehrani President, Group Editor-in-Chief TMC SIP's Role In Open Source
Rich Tehrani President, Group Editor-in-Chief TMC The Future of IP Telephony
Tom Keating Vice President, CTO TMC A Close Look at P2P VoIP
David Fridley Prod Mgr, IP Telephony Solutions Toshiba Digital Solutions Div IP Development: What You Need to Know and What Nobody's Telling You
David Fridley Prod Mgr, IP Telephony Solutions Toshiba Digital Solutions Div Introduction to WiFi Telephony
Jim Dalton CEO TransNexus Clearing & Peering Business Models and Technologies
Frank Estes Vice President TransNexus Securing Business - Critical Voice Applications
Mark Kelsey Sr Manager Product Marketing Ubiquity Software Corporation Empowering Carriers With SIP-Based Service Creation
David Montanaro President and CEO USA Datanet Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Zandy Wyckoff Vice President, Americas VCON, Inc. Rich Media Conferencing & Collaborative Comp. for the Enterprise
Ralph Musgrove V.P. Market Development Venali Unified Messaging: Now Real Time Over IP
Tom Kershaw Vice President of VoIP Services Verisign The State of VoIP Peering
Tom Kershaw Vice President of VoIP Services Verisign DUNDI & ENUM: Discord or Harmony
Robert Mimeault CEO Versatel Networks Revenue Generating VoIP Apps - Differentiated Services
William Tauscher President, CEO & Chairman Vertical (Artisoft) KEYNOTE
Tim Vittetoe Director of Product Marketing VIACK Corporation VoIP's Role in Military & First-Responder Communications
John Rooney President Viola Networks Ensuring VoIP Quality - Don't Let the Network Get You Down
Ron Haigh Senior Director of Engineering Virtela Communications, Inc. IP and Offshoring: Options & Opportunities
Ari Rabban VocalTec Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Edward Cespedes President voiceglo KEYNOTE
Kent Clothier  SVP Sales & Marketing voiceglo VoIP's Role in Military & First-Responder Communications
Mark Lyons VP VAR Sales Vonage How To Make Money Selling VoIP
Marcelo Rodriguez Voxilla Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Subrah Iyar Chairman, CEO and Co-Founder WebEx Communications, Inc. Mission Critical Considerations for Service Providers
Scott Haugdahl CTO WildPackets Network Design Choices for Deploying VoIP Over Wireless LAN
Oscar Alban Principal Global Mkt Consultant Witness Systems IP Contact Center Shootout
Robert Sparks CTO Xten Selecting Enterprise Endpoints
Bogdan Materna VP, Product Mgmt & Engineering Yariba Securing Carrier VoIP Networks
George Ou (MOD) Contributing Editor ZDNet Open Source Round Table
Patrick Ferriter VP of Product Marketing Zultys Effective Deploymennt and Migration Strategies of IP PBX
Patrick Ferriter VP of Product Marketing Zultys Technologies The Business Case for VoIP
Chris Kearny GTP Cost Justifying the Upgrade
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CCuurrrreenntt  PPaarrttiicciippaattiinngg  CCoommppaanniieess  ((AAss  ooff  JJaannuuaarryy  2277,,  22000055))

CCoommppaannyy ..............................................................................BBooootthh  ##
1 (800) Talk Time....................................100
23-31 Communications.........................714
ABP/snom...............................................202
Absystem, Inc. .......................................310
Aculab...................................................303
Altigen ...................................................403
America's Network .................................718
Anton Systems........................................618
AT&T .......................................................206
aveComm (Atinav) ................................617
Avionica ................................................701
AudioCodes ..........................................315
BayPackets ............................................312
Brix Networks..........................................616
Centrepoint Technologies .....................613
Cirilium...................................................508
Comvoz .................................................612
Contact Technologies Inc. ....................602
CTI Direct ...............................................619
CustomCall Data Systems .....................114
DiamondWare .......................................411
Digium ...................................................603
Discover Network...................................614
ECA........................................................710
Empirix ...................................................101
Epygi (Sharing with NETXUSA).................506
Eyebill ....................................................414
Genesys.................................................610
Grandstream Networks ..........................314
HCL Technologies ..................................609
Hostopia ................................................509
i2 Telecom.............................................306
Ingate Systems Inc. ...............................604
Inphonex ...............................................516
Interstar Technologies............................104
Intertex ..................................................202
IPCC ......................................................716
Jasomi Networks ....................................108
Kagoor Networks ...................................705
Kentrox...................................................512
Lucent Technologies..............................203
MediaRing.............................................517
Mera Systems ........................................412
MKC Networks........................................608
Multi-Tech Systems .................................308
net.com.................................................106
Net2Phone.............................................406
NetCentrex ............................................207
Netfabric ...............................................211
NETXUSA.................................................506

CCoommppaannyy ..............................................................................BBooootthh  ##
Neustar ..................................................215
Nimcat Networks ...................................217
Nortel Networks......................................103
Nuvio .....................................................213
Pingtel....................................................200
Popular Telephony.................................507
PowerDsine, Inc. ....................................409
Prominence Networks ............................401
Qovia.....................................................307
Quintum.................................................402
RADVISION TBU .......................................112
Red Hawk ..............................................311
RKNVoIP .................................................608
Sansay...................................................503
Sencommunications, Inc.......................515
SIP Forum ...............................................611
SIPFoundry .............................................316
snom......................................................202
SOYO Group ..........................................605
Spirent Communications ......................510
Sprint North Supply ................................215
SyncVoice..............................................601
Sysmaster...............................................511
System Engineering International, Inc. .702
Systems Design & Support, Inc. .............708
TECLAR COMUNICAÇÕES MULTIMÍDIA ....417
Telephony@Work...................................405
Telic Communications ...........................703
TEL-XS .....................................................704
Terremark...............................................100
TransNexus .............................................518
Vegastream...........................................615
Venali, Inc. ............................................102
Versatel Networks...................................500
Vertical (Artisoft) .....................................513
Viola Networks .......................................408
Voiceglo ................................................305
Vocal Technologies ...............................416
VoIP Americas........................................502
VoIP News ..............................................720
Volo Communications ...........................413
VONEXUS................................................302
Webfonepartners.com ..........................309
webVoIP.................................................313
Zoom .....................................................201
LignUp.............................................Sponsor
NEC.................................................Sponsor
Target Distribution............................Sponsor
Toshiba America Info Systems.........Sponsor



Within each conference track at INTERNET TELEPHONY
Conference & EXPO Miami 2005 you can select
Special  Focus  Sessions addressing specific topic
areas of interest to you.

CCoonnffeerreennccee  TTrraacckkss::

•  TMC  University  IP  PBX  Certification  Courses
•  Large  Enterprise  Deployment  Workshop
•  IP  Contact  Center  Summit
•  Enterprise/Government  Solutions
•  VoIP  Peering  Summit

•  Service  Provider  Solutions
•  VoIP  E-9911  Summit
•  UNE-PP  to  VoIP  Summit
•  Regulation  &  Taxation
•  VoIP  Peering  Summit

•  Open  Source  Telephony  Workshop
•  VoIP  Development
•  SIP  Workshop

•  Open  Source  Telephony  Workshop
•  WiFi  Telephony  Summit
•  SIP  Workshop
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Special Focus SessionsSpecial Focus Sessions

Reseller  Solutions  Day • Wednesday, February 23, 2005
Free  to  Qualified  Resellers  and  Channel  Executives

Hosted by:

10:15  -  11:00  am
How  To  Make  Money  Selling  VoIP
TMC president Rich Tehrani, snom president Robert Messer and
other industry experts will draw on over 25 years of experience in the
telecom market to help you take advantage of the VoIP market
explosion. Learn how to 'talk-the-talk', how to bundle services to
create more attractive offerings and how to sell VoIP as an add-on to
existing infrastructure.

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm
Selling  Services:  
The  IP  Carrier  Agent  Opportunity
The IP Carrier Agent is the most exciting and entrepreneurial
telecom opportunity since Equal Access was introduced 20 years ago.
Remember Equal Access?  This time it’s Equal Access over IP…choice
and value that goes way beyond the cost-effective minute. Where you
and your customers want to go with VoIP all depends on where you
both are today.  Does your agency focus on the phone or data systems
in place; looking out into the WAN?  Or are your service offerings
and expertise around network services; looking in towards the LAN?
Are you recognized as the phone guys, or the network and telecom
guys? Both? Fantastic, because you either need to be both, or firmly
committed to partnering with the other half.  Otherwise, your value
as part of the Migration strategy is greatly diminished; you are
negatively exposed with your customer. The pace of innovation
unfolding for VoIP services begs for a new distribution channel to
support the acceleration of this innovation. Come learn more.

1:00  -  4:00  pm
Profiting  as  Resellers  of  VoIP  Solutions
End user adoption of IP Telephony is driving higher levels of
professionalism in the channels delivering communications solutions.
To keep your current customers — not to mention win new ones —
you must invest in new skills, new personnel, and new products for
your portfolio. The return on that investment is hard to assess in this
emerging market.  Yet the alternative is to close shop. You understand
the imperative for embracing IP Telephony.

Come learn about the opportunities and resources you can seize for
success.  Hear from this panel of Enterprise Communications
Association experts on what you can offer your customers today to
begin their and your profitable transition to IP Telephony. Hear from
executives who have walked in your shoes,  transforming businesses to
succeed in convergence. Learn about:

• Options for migrating your voice or data business to a profitable
convergence solutions business

• Technical  training that enables you to reduce the time and expense
necessary for preparing the workforce

• New sales and sales management processes for convergence solutions
• Ways to screen for the right hires
• Best practices in handling your financials and financers.

ECA Faculty for this session includes:
Ronn Wiehler, Founder, Monrovia Ventures Group
Jeff Holtmeier,VP Marketing, KonceptUSA.
Orrin Broberg, President, Net Intent
Bob Sanders , Principal, The Burton Group
Scott Staver, Great America Leasing
Bob Gwin CEO, Prosofttraining

Tracks  for  Enterprise/Government  

Tracks  for  Service  Providers

Tracks  for  Developers

Tracks  for  Enterprise/Gov’t,  Service  Providers  &  Developers

FFooccuuss  OOnn  SSeessssiioonn  BBoorrddeerr  CCoonnttrroolllleerrss
SIP & MGCP NAT Traversal for Feature Servers
Session Border Control Shootout

FFooccuuss  OOnn  EE-991111
The Relationship Between VoIP and E-911
E-911 Challenges & Opportunities Panel

FFooccuuss  OOnn  RReegguullaattiioonn  &&  TTaaxxaattiioonn
CALEA Implementation on VoIP Networks
Regulation & Taxation: Where Do We Stand?

FFooccuuss  OOnn  TTrriippllee  PPllaayy
Evolving Broadband Services: Beyond the Triple Play
The Triple Play: A Winning Strategy for Service Providers

FFooccuuss  OOnn  GGoovveerrnnmmeenntt
VoIP's Role in Military & First Responder Communications
What Enterprises Can Learn from the DOD

FFooccuuss  OOnn  SSeeccuurriittyy  -  MMuusstt  AAtttteenndd  ffoorr  EEnntteerrpprriisseess!!
Securing Carrier VoIP Networks
Enterprise VoIP Security
How to Detect Telecom Fraud & Protect Your Bottom...Line
Secure Enterprise Mobility

All-NNew
Service
Provider
Content
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Certification ProgramCertification Program

WiFi Telephony SummitWiFi Telephony Summit

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Thursday  February  24 W-11

Introduction  to  WiFi  Telephony
Mobility in the enterprise is quickly becoming a major consideration
on a customer’s wish list. As more companies investigate the costs
and benefits of wireless communications, they face a number of
questions specific to deploying 802.11. This session will discuss
many of these issues, including network security, delivering
enterprise-specific features throughout an 802.11 network, technical
considerations when integrating 802.11 into an existing converged
infrastructure, and vendor-neutral practical applications.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 W-22

Considerations  for  Embedding  Wireless
Communications  Into  Your  Products
According to recent market research, the market for wireless
LAN and related equipment rose 82 percent to an estimated
$2.8 billion in 2003. Wireless LAN chipsets were worth $760

million last year, up 112 percent from the year before.
Embedded WiFi represented 36 percent of client access
equipment, but is expected to grow to 80 percent in 2008.
Clients will include mobile PCs, handheld PCs and mobile
phones. This session will dive deep into the world of developing
WiFi Telephony devices, teaching developers what they need to
know to make the most of this rapidly growing market
opportunity and strike while the iron is hot. This is truly a can’t-
miss session.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 W-33

QoS  &  Security  Decisions  in  WiFi  Telephony
Voice over WiFi is widely acknowledged as one of the important,
emerging applications for wireless LAN networks. However,
when multiple applications are supported by a single WiFi
network, the infrastructure must be designed to deliver
appropriate security and QoS for each of them. Organizations
should be able to leverage one physical infrastructure while
maintaining the security and QoS required by each application.
This presentation will discuss how to meet the disparate security
& QoS requirements in a VoWiFi network to increase
productivity, lower costs and offer more enhanced services.

THE ONLY INDEPENDENT CERTIFICATION PROGRAM OF ITS

KIND VALIDATING YOUR COMPETENCY IN IP  PBX  SELECTION,
DEPLOYMENT,  IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT.

What  You’ll  Learn:
• Network Traffic Management

• Understanding vendor approaches

• Understanding the business case for IP PBX
deployment -- including appropriate
application choices

• Weighing the importance of Interoperability
in your decision

• “Living with your new IP PBX” Day-to-day
operations issues

• Post-implementation management and
operational issues (MACs, etc.)

• Understanding underlying technology
(Standards, protocols)

• Building fault-resilient systems

• Devising a migration strategy that minimizes
business and employee disruption

What  You’ll  Gain:
• Receive independent accreditation for

completing the curriculum*
• You’ll have independently certified

evidence that you possess competencies
in IP PBX selection, implementation and
management

• Add an impressive certification from a
respected source to your resume

• Immediately become the expert called
upon to lead your company’s IP
telephony strategy

• Enhance your chances for a promotion
• Land lucrative consulting opportunities

Value  Added  Benefits:
• Receive certificate of achievement you

can frame and display proudly
• See your name listed** on the TMC

University section of TMCnet.com® with all
other graduates*

**Name omitted at your request.

*At the conclusion of the Program, attendees will sit for a
30-minute exam covering the day’s topics.  All those
who receive a passing grade on the exam will receive
TMC University’s Certificate of Achievement, certifying
that you have successfully completed the course and
received a comprehensive education regarding IP PBX
selection, deployment and maintenance.

Session  Descriptions

Tuesday  February  22,  2005
12:00  -  5:45  pm
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Session  Descriptions

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 W-44

Selecting  WiFi  Telephony  Devices  for
the  Enterprise
As mobile devices proliferate through the enterprise, the
industry has a growing selection of wireless devices from which
to choose. Products like WiFi telephones, voice badges, voice-
enabled PDAs, traditional cell phones and dual-mode phones
are all lining up to make their way into the enterprise. There is
no one wireless device to suit all workplace scenarios.
Managing spectrum, security, users and costs becomes an issue
for businesses seeking to equip their employees with wireless
devices. Beyond the underlying wireless technology, is there a
single device that will meet enterprise users’ needs? Come
examine the various wireless devices on the market, informing
attendees how WiFi devices are impacting the enterprise. 

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24  W-55

Network  Design  Choices  for  Deploying  VoIP
Over  Wireless  LAN
Integrating VoIP into a corporate data network requires careful
planning, especially if you intend on operating VoIP over
802.11 wireless LANs. Unlike data, VoIP cannot tolerate
momentary delays and errors common to WLANs without
severe degradation in voice quality. Armed with intimate
knowledge of WLAN signaling, protocols, and analysis using
wireless protocol analyzers, the speaker will shed light how
knowledge of capacity planning and error recovery in WLANs
can lead to a better VoIP experience. In particular, the
presenter will show how to detect WLAN anomalies that affect
VoIP and offer guidelines to help determine a realistic number
of voice conversations one may be able to support over a given
WLAN channel.

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Friday  February  25 W-66

The  Pros  &  Cons  of  Voice  Over  WLAN
With WiFi already a mainstay for data applications like file sharing
and Internet access, voice over wireless LAN networks seems like a
natural progression. Although VoWiFi demand may seem
inevitable, the trend begs the question: Why would we want to use
VoWiFi, other than just because we can? This session will explore
both the benefits and the challenges of implementing voice calls
over WLANs, including security, interoperability and how to
provide continuous coverage. This session with explore these issues
and more, including a look at the handheld devices now available
to support VoWiFi and WiFi-Cellular roaming.

12:30  -  1:15    pm  •  Friday  February  25 W-77

WLAN/VoIP  Security:  What  You  Don’t  Know
WILL  Hurt  You
Wireless LANs use radio technologies to provide secure, reliable,
fast wireless connectivity to Ethernet networks and the Internet.
Today, the use of WLAN technology is exploding. As with any
technology that is so hastily adopted, there are infrastructure
challenges. Moving from an enterprise technology to a
ubiquitous end user technology poses enormous issues for
telecom carriers, such as radio spectrum management, security,
authentication, billing, roaming and repair. The presenter will
discuss the architectures for wireless network deployment for
public use, the issues with some of the current paradigms and
will suggest some possible scenarios that, if adopted, would
significantly reduce the overall cost of deployment and operation
of these networks.

1:30  -  2:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 W-88

Multimedia  Services  Over  Broadband
Wireless
This session will focus on the technical issues of developing
and rolling out broadband applications over WiFi, 2.5G and
3G wireless networks (CDMA-2000 and WCDMA). Included
will be a discussion of:
•  The evolving broadband wireless standards.
•  The migration path and challenges for service providers as

they move from 2G to 3G.
•  The opportunities of true multimedia communications over

these broadband networks.
•  Various emerging applications that take advantage of

broadband mobility and functionality.

2:30  -  3:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 W-99

Beyond  WiFi:
Towards  Seamless  Wireless  Mobility
Wireless technology is hot, and cell phones, laptops, handhelds
and other devices will give mobile workers and consumers the
freedom to communicate how, when and where they want to.
Users will be able to use their laptops to ensure their home phone
forwards certain calls to their cell phone. Wireless video and audio
streaming will take place via the cell phone, the laptop or
handheld tools, and users will be able to conduct real-time Web
conferences to share everything from presentations to accounting
spreadsheets and online gaming from any of these devices. In this
presentation, you’ll see a roadmap for the next generation of
seamless wireless mobility, and learn what must happen to create a
flexible, protocol and device-agnostic wireless environment.

WiFi Telephony SummitWiFi Telephony Summit

TThhee  [[IINNTTEERRNNEETT  TTEELLEEPPHHOONNYY]]  sshhooww  wwaass  ggrreeaatt  ffoorr  uuss..    WWee  hhaavvee  aallrreeaaddyy
ssiiggnneedd  uupp  ffoorr  nneexxtt  yyeeaarr..    CCoonnggrraattuullaattiioonnss  oonn  rruunnnniinngg  wwhhaatt  wwee  bbeelliieevvee  iiss
tthhee  bbeesstt  tteelleeccoomm  sshhooww  aarroouunndd,,  aanndd  iitt  kkeeeeppss  ggeettttiinngg  bbeetttteerr!!“ ”— Chris Binnie

VP Marketing and Sales, Silver Telecom
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12:00  -  12:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-11
IP  Telephony  for  the  Large  Scale  Enterprise
Enterprise IP telephony allows businesses to consolidate multiple
forms of communications traditionally carried over the PSTN. The
resulting converged communications system provided by VoIP
creates operational efficiencies and a foundation for a more flexible
infrastructure. This session will examine the reality that convergence
represents great benefits, but only when appropriate planning and
protections are in place. Discussion will also cover vendor
evaluation, and a look at various pitfalls faced when selecting a
large-scale VoIP solution for your enterprise.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-22

VoIP’s  Role  in  Military  &  First-RResponder
Communications
In the military, and any other government agency,
communication is key to successfully deploying tactical and
strategic initiatives in a timely manner. Getting critical
information in the right hands in real time is vital to dealing
with emergency situations. Unified communication
technologies that combine voice, video and data over the
Internet might be the answer, especially if they have security
built in. Attendees will learn about various software available
to ensure secure, real-time collaboration among government,
military, and first responders nationwide; hear
recommendations on what to look for when choosing a
provider; and learn what the future of IP-based collaboration
will look like.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-33

Ensuring  VoIP  Quality  —  Don’t  Let  the
Network  Get  You  Down
Research has shown that most enterprise networks are not
ready to provide adequate quality for VoIP services. This
session will outline a process for measuring network
performance, predicting VoIP quality, identifying network
problems, isolating and resolving these issues, and verifying
network performance improvements. Attendees will learn how
to scientifically measure the robustness of a VoIP network,
ensuring a successful VoIP rollout and ongoing high-quality
VoIP performance — without deploying an actual test bed.

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-44

What  Enterprises  Can  Learn  From  the
Department  of  Defense
Government deployment of VoIP poses many unique
challenges, particularly with the Defense Department. The
U.S. DoD is managing these challenges by engaging in a
stringent testing and certification process. What can
enterprises learn from this thorough testing? Certification by
the DoD’s Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC) may
offer insight into VoIP solution performance in mission-
critical enterprise networks. This session details the testing
procedures used by JITC and how their published results may
be used by organizations currently evaluating VoIP solutions.

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-55

Migrating  to  IP  Telephony:
Breaking  the  Forklift  Approach
It’s a challenge to migrate to a VoIP enabled IP telephony
solution. Existing options can be organized along two lines:
Traditional and Pure IP suppliers. Traditional suppliers offer
migration paths to IP telephony and often offer a hybrid
approach to IP telephony. Benefits include the avoidance of
total forklift upgrade and equipment that can be switched out
over time. Pure IP providers ultimately arrive at a pure-play
converged network and are driven by networking leaders
rather than telecommunications hardware suppliers. However,
some pure-IP players force the customer to rely upon one
vendor, forcing a forklift scenario. This session will explore
available options and what this means for enterprises looking
to make the move to IP.

5:00  -  5:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 LE-66

Unlocking  Business  Value  and  Driving
Business  Growth
Many enterprises are finding that the converged networks they
created as cost-savings platforms are paying for themselves
with improved revenues and productivity. Taking the next
step, enterprises can now integrate their communications
applications with business processes and applications to
support differentiating communications with customers,
employees and partners that take place at the right time, in the
right medium. This presentation will discuss the key
technologies to provide communications services that can be
easily integrated into business applications based on evolving
IP infrastructure and standards-based software infrastructure.
It will cover how the resulting transformation will yield more
intelligent processes, empower enterprises to create deeper
relationships with customers, enable workers to be more
productive, and in short, drive business growth.

Session  Descriptions
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8:30  -  10:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23  
Grand  Opening  Session:  AT&T,  Lucent  Technologies

10:15  -  11:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23 EG-11
The  Business  Case  for  VoIP  
Most companies realize the cost benefits of VoIP but have
missed the real benefit of VoIP: Increased productivity derived
from application integration and ease of management.
Regardless of size, businesses stand to benefit from being able
to manage their systems in-house, see the presence of a
colleague or business partner and enjoy the same connectivity
tools at the home office as in the main office. Come discuss
the VoIP technologies that are available to today’s businesses
and the distinct advantages they can bring to the workplace.

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 EG-22
IP  Deployment:  What  You  Need  to  Know
and  What  Nobody’s  Telling  You
This session will focus on educating attendees on the specific
steps to deploying IP, what’s involved, parameters to be
considered, how to choose a vendor, and how to ensure an
effective transition. The presentation will cover the basics such
as what VoIP is; how VoIP is different from wired voice; the
reasons to move to VoIP; as well as the benefits of making the
transition to IP telephony. This session is truly a can’t-miss
opportunity if you’re thinking of making the move to VoIP.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 EG-33
Enterprise  VoIP  Security  Threats
Corporations that are implementing VoIP technologies simply
cannot overlook the security risks that can crop up when the
voice and data worlds converge. Security remains a major issue
for users and the dangers of unsecured VoIP services are real.
Users need to take measures by encrypting voice services;
building redundancy into their networks, locking down their
VoIP servers and performing regular security audits and
making sure the network isn’t directly accessible from the
Internet. This session will explore the potential for security
breaches and what is being done to protect your VoIP service.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 EG-44
How  To  Detect  Telecom  Fraud  &  Protect
Your  Bottom…  Line
Telecommunications fraud costs the U.S. telecommunications
industry $4 billion a year. It is one of the fastest growing
industries in the world due to the fact that it is one of the
most profitable of illegal activities, but yet relatively risk free.
Companies are juggling multiple service providers, technology
platforms, billing mechanisms and don’t always have the right
information to protect themselves against fraud and make
informed decisions. This presentation will discuss ways that
companies can combat telecom fraud such as tracking trends,
exposing and alerting suspicious activity; analyzing your
company’s calling patterns; building in prediction capabilities
to detect fraud upfront.

3:00  -  4:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 EG-55
Secure  Enterprise  Mobility
The provisioning of strong VoIP security requires action on a
number of fronts; technological, architectural and organizational.
This session focuses primarily on the technological aspects of
VoIP security as well as some of the architectural and
organizational characteristics facing VoIP security. It provides a
relatively comprehensive overview of the network and switch
vulnerabilities and the technologies that can be applied to address
these vulnerabilities. This session will also explore security issues
relating to future applications like wireless enterprise VoIP.

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Thursday  February  24 EG-66

Integrating  VoIP  for  the  Enterprise
The possibilities are endless for enterprises looking to take
advantage of VoIP. Private Virtual Networks, low-cost calling, as
well as now the proliferation of WiFi can all be used to help
businesses save money and take advantage of the convenience of
VoIP. This session features a step-by-step look at the integration of
VoIP into existing infrastructure, and the potential uses for VoIP
in the workplace. The presenters will also cover various methods
of VoIP implementation and a look at many relevant standards.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 EG-77

Taming  IP  Telephony  Expense  Management
IP telephony brings companies a wide range of innovative
technologies compared to legacy telecommunications systems.
One area that needs to be addressed, however, is expense
management. Expense management includes collecting and
allocating costs associated with IP telephony assets and usage. This
session will explore both technology and methodology differences
between traditional and IP telephony expense management. We
will present alternative approaches to collecting information on
internal and carrier-based logical assets, physical networks and
end-user assets, as well as usage information, in order to manage
and allocate costs. The session will also explore both in-house and
managed service approaches and explain the advantages of each.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 EG-88

Selecting  a  Hosted  IP  Telephony  Solution
Through application examples (e.g., IP Centrex, Hosted PBX,
VoIP over Mobile/3G/802.11x networks, collaboration, presence,
and conferencing offerings), the session will use real-world
examples to demonstrate how carriers are deploying services that
enable enterprises to save money, improve information worker
productivity and lower their total cost of ownership. This session
will serve to educate attendees and to assuage their fears about IP
telephony. The presenters will also discuss the need for strong
project management in any TDM to IP telephony transition.

Session  Descriptions
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3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 EG-99

How  to  Buy  IP  Telephony  for  the  SMB
Research shows that by 2008, the SMB market will account
for 42% of U.S. IP telephony shipments, up from 32% in
2003. What’s driving this phenomenal growth and what are
the keys to IP telephony in an SMB environment? The
speakers will discuss the acceptance of voice and data
convergence in the SMB market, product trends that deliver
enterprise-class functionality and considerations for
implementing IP telephony within small and medium
businesses. This session also addresses forward-looking
approaches, including managing QoS, ensuring business-class
reliability while taking advantage of the cost-savings of VoIP
and E-911 liability resolution.

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 EG-110

QoS  &  Network  Management  for  
Successful  Enterprise  VoIP  Deployment
Today’s typical multiservice IP networks are extremely susceptible
to congestion, posing serious consequences for jitter-sensitive
business traffic like VoIP. Deploying VoIP makes sense in today’s
business environment — but only with an understanding of
network load, application performance and a means of enforcing
quality of service. How well a business accurately assesses
readiness and ensures QoS for latency-sensitive VoIP goes a long
way in determining how fast the investment will pay off. In this
session we will review procedures and technologies for assessing
network readiness and ensuring QoS for VoIP. This session will
also explore how to work within existing networks, and how
next-generation applications over an IP network will impact
systems, services and ROI.

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Friday  February  25 EG-111

IM  &  VoIP:  Rich  Presence  &  Hyper-
Interactivity  in  the  Enterprise
In most enterprises, IM adoption follows a typical path:
Employees use public IM services, IT issues policies for IM
usage, IT brings IM in-house. In the past, this has taken the
form of point IM and data collaboration solutions. But the
real world of IM is ’always on integrated communications’
made up of asynchronous communications (e-mail, voice mail,
SMS) and synchronous communications (mobile IM, IM and
voice) and presence. So-called Hyper-Interactivity does for
inter-human communications what browsers did for
information access. The presentation will discuss the attributes
of Hyper-Interactivity and the role of IM. Topics will range to
include Rich Presence, which encompasses the fuller sense of
context-aware communication.

12:30  -  1:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 EG-112

Selecting  Enterprise  Endpoints
When selecting a VoIP solution for your enterprise, one critical
consideration is the end user experience, and how users interact
with the new system. The success or failure of user adoption of IP
telephony often comes down to the proper choice of endpoint
device. Aside from the physical characteristics such as ergonomics,
visual appeal and the like, decisions include choosing between
hard phones and soft (PC-based) phones. Factors such as latency
and voice quality, multi-protocol support, a broad array of
features and functionality, like support for wireless or the ability to
access directories or Web information — these considerations all
come into play when selecting the right enterprise VoIP endpoint.

1:30  -  2:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 EG-113

Rich  Media  Conferencing  &  Collaborative
Computing  for  the  Enterprise
As rich media conferencing heats up and enterprises look for new
ways to extract value from their IP networks, interactive voice,
video and data Web communication is quickly becoming today’s
must-have communication and productivity tool. This panel
discussion will educate attendees who will leave knowing how
true universal conferencing offers fundamental improvements in
decision making, productivity, work quality, relationship building
and management; the creation of new business opportunities for
success; key factors driving the adoption of rich-media solutions
for converged IP networks; and technology innovations that
make it possible to have a truly rich end-user experience.

2:30  -  3:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 EG-114

Unified  Messaging:  Now  Real-TTime  Over  IP
Unified Messaging was one of those big new things that never
really came — or did it? Today’s IP based networks allow a variety
of different messaging and communication solutions on a
“unified” network? Is it time to go back and take that term out of
the drawer again? Join a discussion on how new communication
technologies positively affect today’s information workers.

Session  Descriptions Enterprise/Government SolutionsEnterprise/Government Solutions

Hyatt  Regency  Miami, Show  Hotel  Expected  to
Sell  Out  Long  Before  Event  Begins!

Details On Page 22

With  over  100
exhibiting
companies  and
more  than  3,500
attendees
expected, The
Hyatt  Regency
WILL SELL OUT
QUICKLY.

Call  Now!
(305) 358-1234

Just  like  the  real  thing
&  more

www.snom.de
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8:30  -  10:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23
Grand  Opening  Session:  AT&T,  Lucent  Technologies

10:15  -  11:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23 D-11
High  Availability  In  Next-GGeneration  IP
Telephony  Application  Development
VoIP must provide the same level of quality as traditional, circuit
switched telephone lines. Service availability is critical for the
perceived quality of VoIP. Hence a high degree of availability is a
design goal for IP telephony applications and the underlying
network elements. Implementing highly available applications and
the corresponding network nodes is a challenging task and needs
to be supported by adequate tools and run-time environments in
a standardized way. Come see examples for the type of support
needed such as clustering or checkpointing, specifically Linux
clusters. A number of foundational characteristics of Linux
clusters are needed to support the carrier-grade levels of
availability and scalability in Internet telephony. You’ll also get a
look at Service Availability Forum standards like AIS and HPI.

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 D-22
How  New  VoIP  Silicon  Will  Transform
IP-PPBX  Architecture
Early Voice over packet (VoP) silicon enabled gateway
equipment vendors to bring packet voice to network
infrastructures. Now, as VoP has become a reality, next-gen

System-on-Chip (SoC) silicon must be developed to push that
envelope further, allowing access equipment vendors to deliver
optimized architectures for both legacy voice and new services.
This session will discuss VoP architecture design challenges,
including space and power concerns, and how next-gen silicon
can address those concerns. Get solutions to those challenges
using SoC silicon that permits ease of integration, lower power
and uses less space. Finally, you’ll learn how variable density
SoC devices can revolutionize voice gateways by allowing
equipment vendors to use a single device to develop across
many gateway platforms.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 D-33
VoIP  Enabling  Legacy  Products
Thousands of businesses are faced with the issue that their current
telephony hardware works well but cannot connect to VoIP
networks where they hear there are potentially huge savings to be
made. Should they throw their old systems in the trash can and
replace them with new VoIP enabled equipment? What if you
could seamlessly add VoIP connectivity to your current system,
the one everyone knows and feels comfortable with? Well, truth
is, you can! (incorporating open standards as well.) This session
pushes aside the hype to expose the simple truth that adding
gateway functionality to traditional TDM telephony products can
lead to a quick and economical solution. The principles and
practice of gateways are explained and advice is given to those
considering this kind of implementation.

12:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 OS-11
SIP’s  Role  In  Open  Source
Open Source — software where the source code is available
for anyone to improve or modify —has the potential to
change the telecom landscape forever. Already Linux has
made huge headway into this market, and the advent of Open
Source has caused quite a stir. Developers need to know what
is available in the Open Source marketplace and how best to
leverage the freedom inherent in a distributed community of
programmers to amend and adapt code for their VoIP
development needs. This session will address the role of SIP
and what it means to Open Source.

2:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 OS-22
Open  Source  Round  Table
This group discussion will zero in on the current state of
Open Source telephony; what it means, where it stands and
where this segment of the market is headed. Thought leaders
from a number of influential Open Source factions will share
their insights with the audience. Attendees can expect a frank
conversation, and will leave this session with a thorough
understanding of Open Source and its role in the future of
IP Telephony.

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 OS-33
Linux  for  Embedded  Systems  &  Development
As with any technology element, subsequent product
generations typically yield performance, size, integration or
cost advantages.  This is often driven by the silicon devices
used to define the product. Key to leveraging the advances in
silicon has been the equal advances in embedded software.  A
leading element is the ongoing growth and maturity of Linux
as a fully functional and flexible operating system
environment, as well as a configurable environment for
embedded systems.  The performance and integrated benefits
of contemporary silicon devices coupled with the functionality
and cost benefits of Linux are providing embedded developers
with options never before available.

5:00  -  5:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 OS-44
DUNDI  &  ENUM:  Discord  or  Harmony?  
DUNDi is a peer-to-peer system for locating Internet gateways
to telephony services. Unlike traditional centralized services
(such as the simple and concise ENUM standard), DUNDi is
fully-distributed with no centralized authority whatsoever. But
are these two solutions complementary or competitive in nature?
And how will they work to shape the future of VoIP and SIP
number mapping? Attend this session to learn about the work
being done in this forward-looking corner of the VoIP realm
and how it promises to affect our growing young industry.

Session  Descriptions

—  Double  Session

—  Double  Session
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IP Telephony DevelopmentIP Telephony Development

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Thursday  February  24 SIP-11

SIP  Today:  The  Current  State  of  the  Standard
This session will serve as an introduction to and a look at the
current state of the session initiation protocol (SIP). The
presenter will provide a basic overview of SIP and its specific
applications (as well as strengths and weaknesses) for VoIP. The
session will then cover the many developments regarding SIP,
speaking to all the significant changes in the latest available
versions. SIP has numerous advantages over other, competing
protocols, but of course faces some basic challenges as well.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SIP-22

SIP:  Overcoming  Implementation  Challenges
As service providers begin real-life implementations of SIP
networks and products, they are faced with numerous issues
including interoperability and quality of service to name just a
few. The presenter will provide example of real life
implementations of SIP networks and products. He will
illustrate with examples things that work and areas which still
require industry effort. In addition, he will identify and address
the challenges that vendors and service providers face as the
deploy SIP networks. This session will be interactive and
provide the audience an opportunity to ask questions and get
honest answers from third-party unbiased experts about SIP
network and product implementation. 

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SIP-33

Security  Vulnerabilities  With  SIP
SIP is generally viewed as the protocol of choice for VoIP. SIP
promises interoperability between vendors and an underlying
foundation upon which new applications and services can be
provided. SIP however provides very limited inherent security. SIP
introduces new vulnerabilities, which can only be partially
addressed with security overlays. Some of the inherent issues that
will be discussed include: Registration Hijacking; Proxy
Impersonation; SIP Message Tampering; Session Tear Down;
Denial of Service (DoS); and more. Come to this session to learn
more about this critical issue.

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SIP-44

SIP  &  VoIP  Network  Design
SIP is becoming the backbone for interpersonal interactive
communications in today’s enterprise converged networks. As
organizations become more distributed and their communication
requirements become more diverse, real-time contact between
individuals is becoming exponentially more complicated. During
this session, you will learn how SIP is changing the game and
transforming communications. Uncover the real benefits of SIP-
based applications like instant messaging, Web collaboration and
presence by taking a look at real-life case studies. Discover what
is required to get your network ready for a new generation of
SIP-based multimedia applications, and gain tips for overcoming
some of the common pitfalls.

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SIP-55

Empowering  Carriers  With
SIP-BBased  Service  Creation
As support for SIP continues to grow, creation of SIP-based
services becomes a key element for developers to focus on as they
scramble for market leadership. This session will provide a close
look at examples of promising enterprise, wireless, and wireline
applications of SIP, including Push-to-Talk, Infotainment
(Infochannel), and the like. The speaker will also focus on the
promising wireless applications enabled by SIP as well as the
technology and market challenges facing the SIP community.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 D-44
Residential  Gateway  Design
Residential-class voice gateways are a key component in the
delivery of PSTN-replacement VoIP services. The challenge is
to meet the requirement to provide toll-quality voice while
also meeting the aggressive cost points of customer premise
equipment. This presentation will discuss the various trade-offs
that equipment designers must wrestle with when defining and
designing residential-class voice gateways such as: voice quality
and robustness; the number of channels and type of codecs;
and additional voice processing features. Come to this session
to learn more about the design of these key components.

3:00-  4:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 D-55
QoS  in  VoIP  Network  Deployment
Quality of service management should be a component of any
network that carries real-time applications such as Voice over
IP and IP Video. Having a clear understanding of network
performance from a QoS standpoint, in both preparation for
implementing real-time applications and ongoing network
operation, is essential. This session will explore QoS from the
customer’s point of view beginning with explaining basic QoS
measurements such as network latency, jitter and packet loss.
The effect of these network anomalies on real-time
applications will be explored. Methodologies of QoS
measurement will be discussed as well.

Session  Descriptions

Complete  VoIP  Solutions  for
telephony  service  providers,
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Large  Enterprise  VoIP
Deployment  Workshop VoIP  Peering  SummitOpen  Source

Telephony  Workshop

TMC  University’s  IP  PBX
Certification  Program

First  Degree

IP Telephony for the
Large Scale Enteprise

The State of VoIP
Peering

SIP’s Role In Open
Source

An Introduction to the
IP PBX

The Evolving Contact
Center

VoIP’s Role in Military &
First-Responder

Communications 

The Future of Enterprise
Network Peering

Open Architecture IP
Networks for the
Contact Center

Ensuring VoIP Quality -
Don’t Let the Network

Get You Down

Developing a VoIP
Network Exchange

InfrastructureOpen Source Round
Table

Strategies & Tactics
Cost Justifying the

Upgrade; A Point by
Point ROI Roadmap;
Selecting the Right

IP PBX Solution

Choose Wisely:
Migrate Your Contact

Center to IP 

What Enterprises Can
Learn From the

Department of Defense

Clearing & Peering:
Business Models and

Technologies

Leveraging IP for the
Contact Center 

Migrating to IP
Telephony: Breaking
the Forklift Approach

Linux for Embedded
Systems and
Development 

Effective Deployment
Migration Strategies

Living With Your New IP
PBX

IP Contact 
Center Shootout 

(Panel Discussion)

Tuesday,  February  22,  2005  -  Schedule-aat-aa-GGlance

Wednesday,  February  23,  2005  -  Schedule-aat-aa-GGlance

12:00 - 12:45pm

Registration

Track:

1:00 - 1:45pm

1:45 - 2:00pm

2:00 - 2:45pm

3:00 - 3:45pm

3:45 - 4:00pm

4:00 - 4:45pm

Unlocking Business
Value and Driving
Business Growth

DUNDI & ENUM: 
Discord or Harmony?

5:00 - 5:45pm

Service  Provider  
IP  Telephony
Development

High Availability In Next-
Generation IP Telephony
Application Development 

Is There Life After 
UNE-P?

The Business Case for
VoIP

Securing Carrier VoIP
Networks

Turbocharge Your Call
Center with Integrated

CRM

Enterprise VoIP Security
Threats 

SIP & MGCP NAT
Traversal for Feature

Servers

VoIP Enabling Legacy
Products 

Residential Gateway
Design

How To Sell Hosted IP
Applications

The Role of Technology
in  Complying with FTC

Mandates 

How To Detect Telecom
Fraud & Protect Your

Bottom… Line Session Border Control
Shootout (Panel

Discussion)

IP and Offshoring:
Options & Opportunties

Secure Enterprise
Mobility

Quality of Service in
VoIP Network
Deployment

What To Look For In A
Wholesale VoIP Partner

Wholesale VoIP
Strategies

8:30 - 10:00am

7:30 - 8:30am

Registration

Track:

10:15 - 11:00am

How New VoIP Silicon
Will Transform IP-PBX

Architecture

Decisions, Decisions…
To Build or To Buy?

IP Deployment: What You
Need to Know and What

Nobody’s Telling You 

Access Challenges of
Deploying VoIP to the

Enterprise

Balancing The Customer
Experience With Speech

Technology
11:15 - 12:00pm

12:00 - 1:00pm

1:00 - 1:45pm

2:00 - 2:45pm

3:00 - 4:00pm

4:00 - 5:15pm

5:15 - 6:15pm

6:15 - 8:00pm

Registration  Open  11:00  am  -  5:00  pm

Networking  Break  **Sponsored  by  HCL  Technologies**

Networking  Break  **Sponsored  by  Sprint**

Grand  Opening  Session  Featuring  AT&T,  Lucent  Technologies

Keynote  Session  Featuring  Bay  Packets,  Vertical  (formerly  Artisoft)

The  Future  of  IP Telephony  Panel

Networking  Reception  in  Exhibit  Hall  **Sponsored  by  Lucent  Technologies**

Conference  Luncheon  **Sponsored  by  Toshiba** (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

Registration  Open  7:00  am  -  5:00  pm

Conference  Breakfast  **Sponsored  by  NEC** (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

UNE-PP  to  VoIP
Summit

Enterprise/Government
Solutions

Conference At A GlanceConference At A Glance

Creating the Virtual
Marketplace via

Zero-Mile
Connectivity:

A Two-Part Panel
Discussion
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Enterprise/Government
Solutions  Service  Provider

Regulation  &  Taxation
and  E-9911  Summit

SIP Today: A Look at
the Current State
of the Standard

Introduction to WiFi
Telephony

Integrating VoIP for
the Enterprise

A Close Look at P2P
VoIP

CALEA Implementation
on VoIP Networks 

SIP & VoIP Network
Design

Selecting WiFi
Telephony Devices for

the Enterprise 

How to Buy IP
Telephony for the SMB

Evolving Broadband
Services: Beyond the

Triple Play

The Relationship
Between VoIP & E-911

Taming IP Telephony
Expense Management

Cable Telephony 
& VoIP

SIP: Overcoming
Implementation

Challenges

Security Vulnerabilities
With SIP

Considerations for Embedding
Wireless Communications Into

Your Products

QoS & Security
Decisions in WiFi

Telephony

Regulation & Taxation:
Where Do We Stand?

Panel Discussion Selecting a Hosted IP
Telephony Solution

Migrating to VoIP to
Remain Competitive 

QoS & Network
Management for Successful
Enteprise VoIP Deployment

The Triple Play: A
Winning Strategy for

Service Providers 

Empowering Carriers
With SIP-Based Service

Creation

Network Design
Choices for Deploying
VoIP Over Wireless LAN

E-911 Challenges &
Opportunities

Thursday,  February  24,  2005  -  Schedule-aat-aa-GGlance

7:15 - 8:15am

Registration

Track:

8:15 - 9:00am

9:00 - 10:15am

1:00 - 1:45pm

2:00 - 2:45pm

3:00 - 3:45pm

4:00 - 4:45pm

10:15 - 11:00am

12:00pm

11:00 - 5:00pm

Traversing the Firewall
For SIP Call
Completion

The Pros & Cons of
Voice Over WLAN

IM & VoIP: Presence &
Hyper-Interactivity in

the Enteprise

Mission Critical
Considerations for
Service Providers

SIP-Based Control for
Legacy Infrastructure

Beyond WiFi: Towards
Seamless Wireless

Mobility

Next Generation OSS -
Leveraging Revenue-
Generating Resources

Selecting Enterprise
Endpoints

Integrated Carrier-
Grade Platforms

Uncovering a Business
Model For SIP Services

SIP Over WLAN:
Unwiring the Enterprise

WLAN/VoIP Security:
What You Dn’t Know

WILL Hurt You

Multimedia Services
Over Broadband

Wireless 

Rich Media Conferencing
& Collaborative Computing

for the Enterprise

Unified Messaging:
Now Real-time Over IP

Revenue Generating
VoIP Apps —

Differentiated Services

8:15 - 9:00am

9:00 - 11:00am

12:30 - 1:15pm

1:30 - 2:15pm

2:30 - 3:15pm

11:30 - 12:30pm

4:45 - 6:30pm

6:30pm

Enterprise/Government
Solutions

Service  Provider

7:30 - 8:15am

Registration

Track:

Registration  Open  7:00  am  -  5:00  pm

Registration  Open  7:30  am  -  2:00  pm

Conference  Breakfast  (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

Keynote  Session  Featuring  Sansay,  Time  Warner  Telecom

11:00 - 2:00pm Exhibit  Hall  Open

Keynote  Session  Featuring  VoiceGlo,  Aspect  Communications

Special  Open  Source  Telephony  Presentation  Featuring  Digium

Exhibit  Hall  Open

Conference  Luncheon  (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

Conference  Breakfast  **Sponsored  by  Front  Range** (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

Keynote  Session  Featuring  Nortel,  NEC

Networking  Reception  on  Riverwalk  Patio

Conference At A GlanceConference At A Glance

Conference  Luncheon  (Paid Conference Attendees Only)

Friday,  February  25,  2005  -  Schedule-aat-aa-GGlance
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8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Friday  February  25 SIP-66
Traversing  the  Firewall  For  SIP  Call  Completion
Real-time person-to-person communications are fast becoming a
critical communications tool for enterprises of all sizes. With the
standardization of SIP as the Internet protocol for applications such
as VoIP, instant messaging, presence and increasingly video,
businesses are eager to adapt their existing hardware to accept SIP
quickly, cost-effectively and securely. Traversing the firewall is a
tricky proposition when integrating SIP into any enterprise. There
are a number of solutions available, but not every solution is right
for every network. This session will discuss various solutions for
traversing the firewall for SIP-based communications; the challenges
of bringing SIP to every enterprise; VoIP security issues; and more.

12:30  -  1:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SIP-77
Uncovering  a  Business  Model  For  SIP  Services
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) services present providers with
many new revenue opportunities. But what is the key to
attaining profitability? This session will discuss the following:
•  What are service infrastructure architecture, product and

operational support requirements
•  What is the business model for the services being offered?
•  How are services best marketed, sold and supported?
Attend this session to learn more about SIP business models
and what SIP means to you.

1:30  -  2:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SIP-88
SIP  Over  WLAN:  Unwiring  the  Enterprise
With advancement in WiFi technology, in terms of QoS,
security and reduction in equipment cost, enterprises have
started evaluating WLAN for supporting voice services. A
majority of the solutions available in the market today use SIP
to support enterprise voice services. The presentation
highlights how SIP-based WLAN in enterprises will evolve
and the various challenges that enterprises will face and the
technical architecture to address these challenges.

2:30  -  3:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SIP-99
SIP-BBased  Control  for  Legacy  Infrastructure
SIP is commonly associated with connecting end-to-end VoIP
calls, however the ability to initiate multimedia user sessions
from the application layer allows SIP to be used in
environments alongside traditional telephony components. SIP
can, in fact, be used as a more cost-effective means of
integrating application servers to TDM-based call
infrastructure with the added benefit of allowing a standards-
based approach. SIP’s advantages are not limited to facilitating
direct calling via VoIP; it offers a valuable standards-based
alternative to managing call control of voice applications
without incurring the excess cost and hassle of including
extraneous DSP boards in your platform architecture.

12:00  -  12:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 VP-11
The  State  of  VoIP  Peering
This session will serve as an overview and an introduction to
the inaugural VoIP Peering Summit. The presenter will review
the state of VoIP Peering today. He will give history, analogies
and examples of what is happening in the industry to support
the claim that voice peering exists and is having a significant
impact on the economics of communications. He will stress
that cost savings and not “technology -for- technology’s - sake”
is driving VoIP implementation.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 VP-22
The  Future  of  Enterprise  Network  Peering
This panel discussion will take a close hard look at what VoIP
Peering is and where it is headed. The conversation will center
on the future of VoIP peering, and will take into account a
number of other discussion topics including:
•  VoIP versus VoPI;
•  Connecting private networks at Layer 2;
•  Connecting public networks at Layer 5;
•  Centralized and distributed ENUM registries;
•  Equipment deployed and services utilized as of Q1, 2005;

and more.

2:00  -  2:45 pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 VP-33
Developing  a  VoIP  Network  Exchange
Infrastructure
VoIP services are finally leaving initial trial stages, and reaching
production maturity on many fronts. This session takes the next
step in the VoIP Peering Summit and looks at the VoIP interface
between carrier networks, and the developments needed to
displace PSTN hand-off with native VoIP peering. It will review
border control architectures and industry initiatives to develop
scalable models for VoIP interconnection, and compare this to
other interconnection practices such as Internet peering. 

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 VP-44
Clearing  &  Peering:
Business  Models  and  Technologies
For the most part, interconnect among VoIP networks is
accomplished through PSTN interconnect. There is as yet no clear
model for how VoIP networks will interconnect directly in the
future. However there are competing business models and
technologies, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.
The objective of the presentation is to understand the market
drivers which determine how networks interconnect and then use
this information in a simple framework to understand how the
interconnect models compare and which if any models become
widely adopted.

Session  Descriptions
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Service ProviderService Provider

8:30  -  10:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23

Grand  Opening  Session,  featuring  AT&T,
Lucent  Technologies

10:15  -  11:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23 SP-11
Securing  Carrier  VoIP  Networks
All major carriers and cable companies are committed to large-
scale VoIP deployments. There are however several issues that
need to be addressed if there is to be a widespread acceptance
of VoIP. Security and integrity of Voice over IP (VoIP) is
considered as one of the prime concerns and barriers that
could significantly delay deployment of VoIP networks. This
session will cover the present and future of VoIP security,
addressing such salient points as: How does security impact
the business case for VoIP deployments? What sort of attacks
are carriers susceptible to? What network points are vulnerable
and how do carriers protect themselves? And more.

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 SP-22
Access  Challenges  of  Deploying  VoIP
to  the  Enterprise
Service providers are discovering opportunities to deploy voice
services to enterprises utilizing VoIP. VoIP access to the customer
provides cost benefits, improves efficiency and offers the occasion
to deliver new innovative capabilities. However to deploy and
manage large numbers of enterprise customers there is a need to
have defined demarcation or interface point between the service
provider network and the enterprise networks. The interface needs
to address circuit and packet voice (and video) connectivity, ease
of configuration and deployment, manageability and
troubleshooting, security, and enterprise network survivability.
This presentation will address the challenges of rolling out services
to the enterprise on a large scale and the need to manage VoIP
connectivity to a wide variety of devices on the enterprise premise.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 SP-33
SIP  &  MGCP  NAT  Traversal  for  Feature  Servers
The Class-5 softswitch/feature server market is taking off due to the
wide range of intelligent features that can be delivered via low cost
servers and IADs. But how can service providers extend their reach
beyond the confines of their local networks? The issue of firewalls
and NAT traversal has come front and center for these carriers who
have already invested in the infrastructure for their subscribers and
now want to reach a wider subscriber base. They may also wish to
provide the subscribers with a PC soft client option used for
accessing their phones service while roaming the world. These key
business objectives are barred by the ubiquitous use of firewalls and
NAT devices. This session will discuss the available technology that
will allow service providers to overcome these hurdles.

2:00  -  4:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 SP-44
Session  Border  Control  
Shootout  Panel
Increased adoption of VoIP technology by carriers, and its
integration within different segments of the telco business, has
seen the emergence of VoIP islands globally. Service providers
must interconnect their networks with partner networks for
exchange of voice traffic. Session/border controllers are designed
to allow VoIP carriers to inter-connect carrier, enterprise and
residential networks at the IP layer. These network elements are
key to NAT and firewall traversal, along with resolving
interoperability, interworking and security requirements critical
for large-scale deployments of VoIP. This panel discussion will
feature the industry’s experts discussing the current state of
session border control.

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Thursday  February  24 SP-55

A  Close  Look  at  P2P  VoIP
Peer-to-Peer VoIP is a potentially disruptive force that is taking the
IP telephony market by storm. OK, “incrementally by storm.”
Little by little, bit by bit, this approach to VoIP is taking hold
proponents tell us that P2P VoIP addresses issues such as scalability,
security and redundancy that are required in enterprise and service
provider implementations, while supporting basic as well as
innovative features. Come see what all the fuss is about.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SP-66

Cable  Telephony  &  VoIP
Many cable operators are beginning to see that they can compete
with their larger counterparts in the VoIP arena by offering their
customers a cable telephony solution. This session will address the
pros and cons of a build versus buy scenario, as well as the decision
to choose between SIP and PacketCable for deployment. The panel
discussion will further discuss the different technology solutions
that are currently being deployed by cable MSOs, and the choices
confronting these service providers as they choose to deploy VoIP.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SP-77

Migrating  to  VoIP  to  Remain  Competitive  
With the promise of cutting telecommunications costs in half,
many businesses are looking to migrate to a VoIP
infrastructure. It follows that in order to remain competitive,
all types of service providers are migrating their traditional
networks to IP as well. When considering their network
evolution path and next-generation IP strategy, a growing
number of these operators are choosing an architecture that
incorporates next-generation switching and hosted applications
in order to deliver revenue-generating multimedia services.
This session will inform carriers of all stripes how to maximize
their embedded access infrastructure and avoid unnecessary
capital expenditures in legacy TDM equipment, to profitably
deliver reliable VoIP services to business customers.

Session  Descriptions
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3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SP-88

Evolving  Broadband  Services:
Beyond  the  Triple  Play
The pervasiveness of IP technology in mainstream
applications is already beginning to shape the next phase of
the broadband life cycle. While today’s so-called “digital
home” satisfies subscriber appetites for better and faster
services, a well executed Triple Play deployment will change
the way a typical ILEC approaches service management. In
this session, service providers will learn proven methods for
boosting service revenues and lowering overall operational
costs. Attendees will hear how real world telcos are delivering
successful Triple Play converged broadband voice, video, and
data services including Video on Demand (VOD).

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 SP-99

The  Triple  Play:  A  Winning  Strategy  for
Service  Providers  
Come understand the benefits and trade-offs of
implementing a triple play voice, video, and data service.
This includes considerations of the underlying service
delivery platform, access technologies and bandwidth issues,
implementation challenges, management and billing, and
finally user interfaces and CPE. Examine emerging business
models that are changing service providers’ strategies and
giving rise to a whole new breed of ASP and facility-based
service providers and municipality partnerships. The triple
play offers the opportunity to cement customer relationships
and open new revenue streams for service providers of all
stripes. Providers from the telephony, data and video worlds
are on a collision course, and the winner-take-all will be the
one who can provide the most integrated, cost-effective and
user-friendly solution to subscribers in their footprint.

8:15  -  9:00  am  •  Friday  February  25 SP-110
Mission  Critical  Considerations  for
Service  Providers
The market for VoIP services is growing at a terrific pace, by
any measure, and yet we are only at the earliest stages of full
market acceptance. Service Providers correctly regard VoIP as
a powerful mechanism for acquiring new customers and
creating stickiness to retain existing customers longer. At the
same time, however, VoIP is not traditional telephony service
in many important respects, so profitable entry into this
marketplace should be preceded by consideration of a number
of factors that may not all be obvious at the outset. This
round table discussion will feature a number of service
providers discussing what you need to know before taking the
plunge into offering VoIP.

12:30  -  1:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SP-111
Integrated  Carrier-GGrade  Platforms:
Lowering  Entry  Barriers  for  New  Voice  over
Broadband  Service  Offerings
Voice Over Broadband (VoBB) promises to provide more
competition in the telecommunications service space. However,
for VoBB services to be successful, they must offer high-quality
service and be economically feasible for providers to deploy
them. “Traditional” carrier-grade distributed approaches to
deploying next-generation VoBB services include multiple
elements such as softswitches, media gateways, signaling
gateways and application servers. Intelligent and scalable
carrier-grade platforms that offer tight integration of various
components (app servers, media gateways, signaling gateways,
media servers, session controllers) will be required for emerging
VoBB service providers to quickly and economically get a
foothold in the marketplace. come explore and different
approaches for new entrants to deploy new VoBB services.

1:30  -  2:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SP-112
Revenue  Generating  VoIP  Apps  —
Differentiated  Services
Is VoIP just cheap voice technology? Or does it mean more
money for carriers? The truth is that many of the applications
coming to market are revenue producing. VoIP is not
cannibalizing the old without providing new market streams
and increasing customer retention with differentiated services.
Smart service providers will add WiFi apps to quickly expand
their VoIP offering into the cellular market. Tomorrow’s dual
mode cell phones will support VoIP and wireless protocols. By
offering VoIP termination services for hotspots, enterprises and
residences, service providers will start offering an extremely
compelling value proposition for customers. This session will
explain how to increase profit, arbitrage VoIP and cell rates,
increase service coverage and expand service minutes! All with
differentiated services!

2:30  -  3:15  pm  •  Friday  February  25 SP-113
Next  Generation  OSS  —  Leveraging
Revenue-PProducing  Resources
Many providers are unaware that most OSS software
applications have moved beyond billing and now offer IP and
hosting providers the opportunity to enable new revenue
producing services such as domain name and e-mail
management. This session focuses on methods for leveraging
providers’ new or existing OSS systems into a tool that can
offer competitive differentials and fatten the bottom line.
Some of these solutions include third-party modules or
outsourced services that integrate with the provider’s OSS
system — a low-risk, low-cost investment to enable and
automate services that can potentially increase revenue and
bolster service offerings. Discuss real-life customer scenarios,
best known methods, diagrams and industry and analyst
information to learn how hosting providers can affordably
upgrade their service packages, while staying in step or ahead
of the competition.

Session  Descriptions
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IP Contact CenterIP Contact Center

12:00  -  12:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 CCS-11
The  Evolving  Contact  Center
As today’s businesses continue to expand their operations, the role
of the contact center continues to change. Beginning as a voice-only
solution for handling customer calls, the contact center has evolved
to encompass sophisticated skills-based routing, multi-channel
contacts spanning voice, e-mail and the Web, to solutions that
leverage the cost savings and flexibility offered by VoIP. Increasingly
organizations are looking to extend the contact center to all parts of
the enterprise so that customer needs can be efficiently addressed at
any time, in any place and through any channel. But keeping costs
in check is just as important advancing capabilities. What’s the best
approach to leveraging investments already in place, while also
driving greater efficiencies that will prepare your organization for
the future? Come to this session to find out.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 CCS-22

Open  Architecture  IP  Networks  for  the
Contact  Center
As businesses become increasingly global, they are turning to open
architecture-based IP networks to efficiently manage multimedia
customer service across multiple sites and technologies. IP media
applications, which extend multimedia interaction capabilities to
converged voice/data networks, allow businesses to replace
proprietary circuit switches with an open software alternative. These
IP “media switch” connections provide seamless channel integration
for the contact center and can help businesses lower system
integration costs by eliminating the need for implementing
proprietary hardware and or managing third-party ACDs and CTI
links. The presenter will discuss how to leverage an open standards-
based IP framework model in the contact center to lower
integration costs and achieve ROI through increased operational
efficiency.

2:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 CCS-33

Choose  Wisely:
Migrate  Your  Contact  Center  to  IP
Companies are increasingly moving to the IP contact center,
taking advantage of the IP network and VoIP to reduce
operating costs, to improve customer service and realize
infrastructure cost savings. When migrating to an IP contact
center system, companies must formulate a plan over a period of
time that maps to the operational needs of the contact centers.
The plan must take into account the age of existing systems and
assess which sites or functional groups will benefit most by
moving to an IP solution. In this session, attendees will learn
the business reasons for moving to an IP contact center system,
the distinctions between a Pure IP contact center system versus
an IP-enabled system, and how to formulate a migration plan
that best matches the particular needs of the company. 

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 CCS-44

Leveraging  IP  for  the  Contact  Center
One of the primary obstacles that companies face as they
migrate to IP-based technology and centralize their IT
resources, is the political objection that local autonomy will
be sacrificed. Depending on the solution architecture, this
objection can be effectively eliminated with technology that
can not only preserve but greatly enhance local autonomy in
an IP-based world. This session will focus on how
companies can centralize technology and rationalize costs
across locations without sacrificing local autonomy over site-
specific business processes. 

4:00  -  5:45  pm  •  Tuesday  February  22 CCS-55

IP  Contact  Center  Shootout  
Panel  Discussion
Come hear several industry leaders debate and discuss the
relative merits of their IP Contact Center solutions and the
overall state of the IP Contact Center industry. Loosely based
on Internet Telephony Conference & EXPO’s successful long-
running IP PBX Shootout, this double session promises to be
a lively, engaging look at what the industry leaders have to say
about their products and their competition. This unique
opportunity enables interested parties to get live information
directly from the “horses’ mouths” as attendees will be given
an opportunity to ask the panel their own insightful questions.

8:30  -  10:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23

Grand  Opening  Session:  AT&T,  Lucent
Technologies

10:15  -  11:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23 CCS-66

Turbocharge  Your  Call  Center  with
Integrated  CRM
Call Center managers are faced with many challenges: not
only are they tasked with improving the overall efficiency of
the call center, but they also must look for tools to improve
agent productivity. The ROI from integrating the contact
center phone system with the CRM application can yield
tremendous benefits in the customer interaction. The results
are better customer service, increased customer loyalty and
implementation that can pay for itself. This session will
outline how a business can turbo charge their call center with
CRM integration. In particular attendees will learn how CRM
integration and telephony integration with your contact center
can take customer interactions to the next level and how to
apply technology to solve problems.

Session  Descriptions

—  Double  Session
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Regulation & TaxationRegulation & Taxation E-911 SummitE-911 Summit

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 CCS-77

Balancing  The  Customer  Experience  With
Speech  Technology
The expense of providing appropriate service delivery in the
call center is a well-known problem within all enterprises, and
has created the demand for cost-reducing self-service solutions
to offset live-service inquiries. Today, speech technology is
being used increasingly by enterprises to handle routine
customer service inquiries without the involvement of a large
and costly call center workforce. Speech has moved from
“proof of concept” and pilot phases inside enterprises to
production deployment requiring mission critical reliability.
This session will focus on identifying and understanding how
to best utilize self-service technologies to complement live-
assistance and enhance overall customer service performance,
to meet your customer’s expectations and most importantly, to
cultivate a stronger long-term relationship with your customer. 

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 CCS-88

The  Role  of  Technology  in  Complying  with
FTC  Mandates
Reacting to FTC mandates of compliance and responsibility,
financial institutions are increasingly turning to strategies of proactive
management protocols in an effort to restore shareholder faith. In
conjunction with compliance mandates of Basel II for the financial
industry, the FTC and FCC are focused on the Teleservices industry.

Direct marketers are challenged with maneuvering through the
complexities of an ever-receding population of viable contact points
for garnering new clientele. As Do Not Call infraction judgments
begin to penetrate marketing budgets, CFOs are reacting by
assessing technologies that identify and flag non-compliance prior to
FTC involvement. Determining exactly which applications best suit
a given financial institution’s unique needs is arduous and the added
burden of Basel II compliancy is increasingly pushing Financial
Services Firms into uncharted waters.

2:00  -  4:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 CCS-99

IP  and  Offshoring:  Options  &  
Opportunities
VoIP enables workers to be distributed anywhere in the world, in
effect enabling outsourcing. VoIP is also a technology that lowers
costs, making it possible to keep contact centers here in the
States. So which is it? Is IP going to save the contact center
industry or will it hasten its demise? Many companies who
choose to offshore call centers to control costs may end up
spending more to manage offshore installations while failing to
win customer satisfaction. Attendees will explore the answers to
the questions above and learn that if controlling costs is the goal,
then not every company needs to offshore their call centers.
Deploying IP may in fact be more cost effective than offshoring
for some. For others, IP offers the opportunity to implement
offshoring as part of a global customer service strategy, not just
an opportunity to save money by shipping jobs overseas.

8:15  -  9:15  am  •  Thursday  February  24 REG-11
CALEA  Implementation  on  VoIP  Networks
With the proliferation of VoIP, especially in residential
networks and the ever-diligent FCC turning their sites on
VoIP compliance with CALEA implementation issues become
vitally important. Unfortunately, CALEA implementation on
VoIP networks is problematic for service providers. This
session will address CALEA implementation issues and address
issues with both traditional and IP-based networks. 

1:00  -  2:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 REG-22
Regulation  &  Taxation:  Where  Do  We  Stand?
Panel  Discussion  
The FCC has made several rulings in favor of the VoIP
industry in recent months. And yet, the regulatory playing
field is in constant flux. This moderated panel discussion of
the regulatory issues relating to Internet telephony and IP
services will leave attendees with a thorough understanding of
the situation. This presentation will further explore various
policy issues, address the current status of the debate and assess
the impact of these developments on different VoIP
technologies (cable, DSL, wireless, satellite, powerline
broadband) as well as the prospects for future investment.

3:00  -  3:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 E9-11
The  Relationship  Between  VoIP  &  E-9911
E-911 is an afterthought in many new VoIP networks and it is
a matter of time before VoIP becomes linked with a
technology that is potentially unsafe and not ready for prime
time. Currently many VoIP providers need to manually update
their databases to make sure that 911 calls get routed to the
proper PSAPs and that the proper address is on file. This
process takes time and leaves room for potential mishap if
their customer dials 911 before the database is updated. This
session will discuss the current state of E-911 readiness in
regards to VoIP networks. Don’t miss this crucial insight into
this critical issue.

4:00  -  4:45  pm  •  Thursday  February  24 E9-22
E-9911  Challenges  &  Opportunities
Nationwide, an estimated 200 million calls are made to 911 each
year. In areas serviced by enhanced 911, the call is routed to the
proper local 911 center for the caller location, and the local 911
center has equipment and database information that display the
caller’s phone number and address to the call taker. With the
transition to VoIP and WiFi telephony, tracing emergency calls
and tracking the caller’s location becomes more challenging.
Furthermore, regulatory issues surrounding E911 remain at the
forefront of the telecommunications discussion in Washington,
D.C. Come hear what the industry’s leading minds have to say
about this compelling topic.

Session  Descriptions

—  Double  Session

—  Double  Session
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8:30  -  10:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23

Grand  Opening  Session:  AT&T,  Lucent  Technologies

10:15  -  11:00  am  •  Wednesday  February  23 UNE-11

Is  There  Life  After  UNE-PP?
CLECs know their UNE-P days are numbered due to recent
regulatory rulings, and their business plans are in jeopardy
without IP-based technology. As such they are turning to VoIP
in order to grow their business, and protect against a large loss
of revenue tied to their UNE-P business model. There is talk
that several of the largest UNE-P providers are planning their
transition by geographically concentrating their marketing
activities around central office concentration, and then installing
soft switching and broadband access gear in each central office
to provide next gen services. Is this a viable, long-term business
model that will work? This session will outline a low-cost, high-
quality VoIP strategy that speeds time-to-market, assures carrier-
grade quality, and enables early entry without the CAPEX
requirements associated with building a new network.

11:15  am  -  12:00  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 UNE-22
Decisions,  Decisions…  To  Build  or  To  Buy?
With the RBOCs taking full advantage of recent FCC rulings
regarding UNE-P, CLECs are faced with the difficult challenge
of how to maintain a competitive balance. There are a number
of alternative strategies that they could follow, but essentially it
comes down to building their own network infrastructure, or
purchasing services from existing wholesale carriers. This session
will delve down to spell out the choices facing competitive
carriers, and the benefits and pitfalls inherent in either building
out a network or buying services from wholesale providers.

1:00  -  1:45  pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 UNE-33
How  To  Sell  Hosted  IP  Applications
As VoIP becomes commoditized, providers need to transcend
price-based competition and retain customers with ‘sticky’ VoIP
bundles. In the past, service providers were happy if they
introduced a few new services a year. In the future, they will need
to address an endless stream of individual markets with specific
feature and hosted IP application bundles. Sticky services =
reduced churn = loyal customers = recurring revenue. Come see

what’s working and what’s not; how service providers can defend
their hard-won market positions with bundled IP offerings;
which services will deliver on ROI; and more. Price is not the
only factor customers consider when selecting a VoIP carrier. The
type of advanced services available and the quality of telephone
service are quickly becoming critical issues.

2:00  -  2:45    pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 UNE-44
What  to  Look  for  in  a  Wholesale  VoIP  Partner
Industry analysts believe the wholesale market opportunity creates
a large business opportunity for new, next generation wholesale
carriers. The market for wholesale broadband voice services in the
U.S. is characterized principally by quality, price competition, and
least-cost advantage. But is that enough?  How do you know
which wholesale partner is the right wholesale partner for you?
This session will address what you should look for in a wholesale
partner, including technology (customizable applications, service
creation environment, scalability); automated provisioning
(service provider interface, end user controls, real-time CDR); and
fulfillment (rapid deployment, end point equipment and
customer support) — all critical to your successful VoIP business.

3:00  -  4:00    pm  •  Wednesday  February  23 UNE-55
Wholesale  VoIP  Strategies
Getting into the VoIP business as a local service or PBX
replacement is not without significant capex. Service providers
of all sizes and makes - from Bells to startups - are choosing
resale instead. Our expert panel speaks to the business case,
including financial and regulatory considerations, as well as
what to look for in a service provider.

Session  Descriptions

Platinum  Media  Sponsors

Media  Sponsors
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Exhibit Hall activity captured at a previous
INTERNET TELEPHONY® Conference & EXPO

Exhibit Hall Hours:
Wednesday, February 23  . . . .6:15 pm - 8:00 pm
Thursday, February 24  . . . . . .11:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday, February 25  . . . . . . . .11:00 am - 2:00 pm

•    Application  Servers
•    Analog  Telephony  Adapters
•    Billing/OSS  Solutions
•    Cable  Telephony  Tools/Solutions
•    DSP  Chips  &  Boards
•    Firewalls
•    H.323  Protocol  Stacks
•    Industrial  Computers
•    Interconnection  Facilities
•    Internet  Telephony  API
•    Internet  Telephony  ASPs
•    Internet  Telephony  Gateways
•    IP  Billing  and  OSS  Solutions
•    IP  Centrex  Solutions

•    IP  Conferencing
•    IP  Contact  Center  Solutions
•    IP  Fax  Solutions
•    IP  PBXs
•    IP  Phones
•    IP  Telephony  Headsets
•    IP  Video  Conferencing
•    LAN-BBased  Telephony
•    Media  Servers
•    Presence-BBased  Applications
•    QoS/  Network  Monitoring
•    Session/Border  Control
•    SIP  Software
•    SMB  VoIP  Solutions

•    Softswitches
•    SOHO  IP  Telephony  Solutions
•    Speech  Recognition/  VXML/SALT
•    Unified  Communications  Apps
•    UPS/Power  Solutions
•    VoIP  Development  Tools
•    VoIP  Security
•    VoIP  Silicon
•    VoIP  Testing  Hardware
•    VoIP-EEnabled  Handheld  Devices
•    Web-BBased  Customer  Service
•    WiFi  Telephony
•    Wireless  IP  Telephony

CCoommee  SSeeee,,  TTeesstt  &&  CCoommppaarree  HHuunnddrreeddss  ooff  CCuuttttiinngg-EEddggee  
IIPP  TTeelleepphhoonnyy  PPrroodduuccttss  &&  SSeerrvviicceess

Tehrani’s IP Telephony Killer App Demo Days™
Thursday, February 24, 2005 • Complete Schedule Posted at www.itexpo.com

Year after year, attendees tell me that the ability to see and test so many products and services in one place
is a big reason they attend this show. So, It seemed like a great idea to me to provide a forum for vendors to show
you their products and service in action. Live.

I know you’ll find these special demo sessions, scheduled throughout the day on Thursday, February 24th, the
perfect complement to your time spent on the exhibit floor, ensuring you return to your office completely equipped
to select the right IP telephony products and services.

—  Rich  Tehrani,  TMC  President  and  Conference  Chairman

“
”

Visit  www.itexpo.com  for  Up-tto-DDate  Exhibitor  List
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Live  Demonstrations  of  the  Hottest  IP  Telephony  Solutions

Featuring...

AAtttteennttiioonn  VVeennddoorrss::  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  iinn  tthhee  EEvveenntt  tthhaatt  AAttttrraaccttss  IIPP  TTeelleepphhoonnyy  BBuuyyeerrss
64% of past attendees say they’ve decided to deploy IP telephony and

attended this conference to find the right solutions
To learn about exhibiting or sponsorship, and to find out how you can participate in Tehrani’s IP Telephony

Killer App Demo Days™, call (203) 852-6800, x146; or e-mail: drodriguez@tmcnet.com
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A panel of VoIP industry experts offer their perspective
on where IP telephony is headed, and try to predict the
impact this rapidly developing technology will have on
the way businesses communicate in the future.

“The  Future  of  IP  Telephony”  session  at  last
year’s  INTERNET TELEPHONY  Conference  &
EXPO  drew  a  standing  room  only  audience.

The  Future of  IP  Telephony
Wednesday, February 23rd • 5:15 pm

VVIIEEWW UUPP-TTOO-DDAATTEE PPAANNEELLIISSTT IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN AATT WWWWWW..IITTEEXXPPOO..CCOOMM

FFRREEEE  FFOORR AALLLL AATTTTEENNDDEEEESS

PPllaattiinnuumm  SSppoonnssoorrss!!PPllaattiinnuumm  SSppoonnssoorrss!!

GGoolldd  SSppoonnssoorrss!!GGoolldd  SSppoonnssoorrss!!

AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  PPaarrttnneerrAAssssoocciiaattiioonn  PPaarrttnneerr SSuuppppoorrttiinngg  OOrrggaanniizzaattiioonnssSSuuppppoorrttiinngg  OOrrggaanniizzaattiioonnss

English-to-Spanish translation provided by Action Translation Services
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1. Online: www.itexpo.com

2. Fax: (203)  866-33326

3. Phone: (203)  852-66800  ext.  146

4. Mail: Send  your  registration  form  to:
INTERNET TELEPHONY® Conference  &
EXPO  Miami  2005
TMC
One  Technology  Plaza
Norwalk,  CT  06854  USA

Your  Paid Conference
Plan  Includes:

On-SSite  Registration  Hours
Tuesday  -  February  22   .  .  .  .  .11:00  am  -  5:00  pm
Wednesday  -  February  23   .  .  .7:00  am  -  5:00  pm
Thursday  -  February  24   .  .  .  .  .7:00  am  -  5:00  pm
Friday  -  February  25   .  .  .  .  .  .  .7:30  am  -  2:00  pm

Conference  Session  Times*
Tuesday  -  February  22   .  .  .  .  .12:00  pm  -  5:45  pm
Wednesday  -  February  23   .  .  .8:30  am  -  4:00  pm
Thursday  -  February  24   .  .  .  .  .8:15  am  -  4:45  pm
Friday  -  February  25   .  .  .  .  .  .  .8:15  am  -  3:15  pm

*Conference  fees  required  for  admission

Exhibit  Hall  Hours
Wednesday  -  February  23   .  .  .6:15  pm  -  8:00  pm
Thursday  -  February  24   .  .  .  .11:00  am  -  5:00  pm
Friday  -  February  25   .  .  .  .  .  .11:00  am  -  2:00  pm

Networking  Receptions
Wednesday  -  February  23   .  .  .6:15  pm  -  8:00  pm
Thursday  -  February  24   .  .  .  .  .6:30  pm  -  7:30  pm

DiamondDiamond
Team  PlanTeam  Plan
Save  50%

The Diamond Plan allows five delegates from your
company to have unlimited access to all conference

sessions, all keynotes, all meals, all  networking receptions,
all special sessions —everything that goes on at the event...

It’s VIP total access! Only $3,995*.

*$3,995 up to five employees from your location. Only $799 per delegate. This
promotion is first come first served. Space is limited. *Early-bird rate. After 1/21/05,

rate increases to $4,995.

4  Easy  Ways  to  Register

Hotel  Information
SShhooww  HHootteell  EExxppeecctteedd  ttoo  SSeellll  OOuutt

LLoonngg  BBeeffoorree  EEvveenntt  BBeeggiinnss
WWiitthh  oovveerr  110000  eexxhhiibbiittiinngg  ccoommppaanniieess  aanndd
mmoorree  tthhaann  33,,550000  aatttteennddeeeess  eexxppeecctteedd,, TThhee
HHyyaatttt  RReeggeennccyy  WWIILLLL SSEELLLL OOUUTT QQUUIICCKKLLYY..

Due to the exclusive nature of this
event and a limited amount of
rooms at The Hyatt Regency, we
urge you to make your reservations
immediately to assure that there
will be space for you. By staying at
the show site, you:

• Avoid the inconvenience and added expense of
commuting from another hotel.

• Enjoy the amenities of the 4-diamond Hyatt
Regency.

• Capitalize on impromptu networking opportunities

TMC™ has secured a special $169 rate for
INTERNET TELEPHONY® Conference & EXPO
participants. Please contact the hotel directly and
identify yourself as a show attendee. Deadline for
these special rates is January 31, 2005.

Hyatt Regency Miami
400 SE 2nd Ave.
Miami, Florida 33131 USA
Telephone: (305) 358-1234

• All sessions and
workshops for which
you have registered

• All Meals served on
days in your plan*

• Online access to
all conference
presentations

• Unlimited Exhibit
Hall access 

• All Keynotes and
panels sessions

• All networking
receptions

*Meals not included with
single session plans
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Early-Bird Thru 1/21/05 Standard After 1/21/05 Select Days

Diamond Team Plan BEST VALUE! $3,995 $4,995* Tues Weds Thurs Fri

Includes 5 full access conference passes for the price of 2

Platinum Conference Pass $1,595 $1,895* Tues Weds Thurs Fri

Includes access to all conference events, all four days

Gold Conference Pass $1,295 $1,595* Tues Weds Thurs Fri

Includes access to all conference events any two days, including IP PBX Certification

Silver Conference Pass $1,095 $1,195* Tues Weds Thurs Fri

Includes access to all conference events any one day, including IP PBX Certification

Pass to any single conference session $295/session $395/session*
List session ID #s here:

FREE Reseller Solutions Day VIP Pass FREE $50 Weds Thurs Fri

Includes Reseller sessions, Keynotes, general sessions, receptions, Exhibit Hall onsite fee only

FREE VIP Exhibit Hall PLUS Pass FREE $50 Weds Thurs Fri

Includes Keynotes, general sessions, receptions, Exhibit Hall onsite fee only

Faxed Registrations Must Include A Valid Credit Card. Total Amount Due: $_______________ (Payable in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.) 

Check Enclosed (CT residents add 6% sales tax. Make checks payable to: TMC.)  Charge My: American Exp  MasterCard  VISA

Card #: _______________________________________ Exp. Date:_________ Signature:_______________________________________

NAME TITLE COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP COUNTRY

PHONE FAX E-MAIL (REQUIRED)

Attendee Information

Payment Information

Pick the plan that best meets your needs1

Please answer all questions. Incomplete forms cannot be processed.4
1. BUSINESS TYPE (CHECK ONLY ONE) 
COMPUTER INDUSTRY
❏ 1. Network/System Integrator
❏ 2. Distributor
❏ 3. Reseller/Wholesaler/VAR/VAD
❏ 4. Consulting
❏ 5. Manufacturer/Software Developer
❏ 6. Service (non-ISP)
❏ 7. Other (Specify) __________________

TELEPHONY INDUSTRY
❏ 8. Telecom Developer
❏ 9. Manufacturer
❏ 10. Distributor
❏ 11. Reseller/Interconnect
❏ 12. Consulting 
❏ 13. Other (Specify) __________________

SERVICE PROVIDER/
CARRIER INDUSTRY
❏ 14. Next-Gen Telco/ITSP
❏ 15. CLEC
❏ 16. Integrated Communications Provider (ICP)
❏ 17. Telco/RBOC/IXC/Long Distance
❏ 18. ISP
❏ 19. Wireless/PCS
❏ 20. Cable
❏ 21. Application Service Provider/ Outsourcing

(CASP)
❏ 22. PTT
❏ 45. BLEC/MDU LEC
❏ 46. ILEC
❏ 23. Other (Specify) __________________

E-COMMERCE/E-BUSINESS
INDUSTRY
❏ 42. Business to Business
❏ 43. Business to Consumer
❏ 44. Both (B to B  & B to C)

GENERAL INDUSTRIES
❏ 24. Manufacturing
❏ 25. Business Service/Consulting/Consumer Service/

Non-Profit/Trade Assn
❏ 26. Government
❏ 27. Wholesale/Distribution/Retail
❏ 28. Transport./Travel/Recreation/Entertainment
❏ 29. Utilities
❏ 30. Finance/Banking
❏ 31. Insurance
❏ 32. Hospitality
❏ 33. Healthcare/Medical
❏ 34. Real Estate
❏ 35. Catalog Marketing/Publishing
❏ 36. Direct Marketing
❏ 37. Market Research
❏ 38. Advertising/Public Relations 
❏ 39. Teleservice Agency/Outsourcing/

Collections/Call Center
❏ 40. College/ University/School
❏ 41. Other (Specify) __________________

2.  JOB FUNCTIONS (CHECK ONLY ONE) 
❏ 1. IT/IS/MIS/DP Management 
❏ 2. Telecom/Datacom Management
❏ 3. Software/Engineering Management
❏ 4. LAN/Network Apps/Systems Management

2.  JOB FUNCTIONS (CONT.)
❏ 5. Internet/Intranet/Extranet/Web Mgmt
❏ 6. Corporate*/General/Financial/Management  

(*includes: Chairman, CEO, President, Owner,
Principal,Partner)

❏ 7. Sales/Marketing/Advertising/
Product Management

❏ 8. Call Center/Telemarketing/ Credit Collection
or Fundraising Mgmt.

❏ 9. Customer Svc/Help Desk/Tech Support Mgmt
❏ 10. Business Development/Operations/Human

Resource/Training/Project/Purchasing Mgmt
❏ 11. Consulting 
❏ 12. Other (Specify) __________________

3. TOTAL EMPLOYEES IN YOUR
COMPANY ALL LOCATIONS:

❏ A. 10,000+ ❏ D. 11-999
❏ B 5,000-9,999 ❏ E. 1-10
❏ C. 1,000-4,999

4. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO
INTERNET TELEPHONY’S FREE
ENEWSLETTER?

❏ Yes  ❏ No

5. WOULD YOU LIKE TO OCCASIONALLY
RECEIVE FREE PRODUCT
INFORMATION AND SPECIAL
PROMOTIONAL OFFERS VIA E-MAIL
FROM THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING
VENDORS?

❏ Yes  ❏ No

GO TO WWW.ITEXPO.COM FOR FAST, EASY REGISTRATION

Would you like to receive
(continue to receive)
INTERNET TELEPHONY® 

magazine FREE?
Yes No

Digital Print  

Signature      (Required)

Date        (Required)

CANCELLATION POLICY:
Full payment is required prior to
admittance to the conference.
Registrations are transferable and
non-refundable. Registrants may
have a dollar-for-dollar credit towards
another TMC conference. Credit must
be used within two years from original
registration date. Program and
speakers are subject to change
without notice. TMC® reserves the
right to use attendee company
names, titles images and photos for
future promotions.

*Additional $100 fee applies to onsite conference pass registrations.

2

3

(required)



Technology Marketing Corporation
One Technology Plaza
Norwalk, CT 06854
www.tmcnet.com

Platinum  Sponsors!


